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5 

DARS'ANA OF S'RlMANTA S'ANKARDEVA 
ITS 

RELEVANCE TO mE SOCIETY 

Dharani Kanta Das 

During fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as much prior to the emergence of Chaitanya 

Deva of Nadia, there arose in Assam a school of Neo Vai ~ '!avite thought. It 

bore no resemblance either in the details ofits tenets or in their actual application to 

the main school of thought that was creating a spiritual ferment all over Southern 

and Western India. The point which it had only in common with them is that it 

extolled the cult of 'bhakti' to S'rik ~ i ~ '!a . 

Assam Vais navism was styled by its greatest exponent S'ankardeva , 

the 'eka- S'am na -niim -dharma', the religion of Supreme devotional surrender 

to one (Sir R.G. Bhanderkar's Encylopaedia of Indo- Aryan Research, vol.3, 

part 6). The social outlook of S'ankardeva which is evident from his 'eka

S'arana: nam-dharma'or "eka - s'ara na - hari - ndm - dharma' can help . . 
to reduce a lot of the socio-psychological crisis of present day. In other words, it 

has direct impact on society. And the present paper tries to give a glimpse to this 

Assam Vai s navism, 

S'ankardeva propounded his faith ofdevotion or bhakti cult on the basis 

of the Bhagavat- pura,!a, the Vi~,! u- pura ,!a, the Padma- pura '!a and 

the like, where K! ~ '!a - Vi ~ '!u is identified as the Supreme Being. He empha

sised on the doctrines of Bhiigavat - pura n a. Perhaps, for this reason, his faith 

is termed as Bhagavat~dharma. The faith is also termed as 'eka- s'ara '!iya : 

dharma' because of its monotheism seeking absolute refuge on one God, i.e., 

K rs n fI - Vh nu. The adherents of this faith are also identified as 

Philo.~ophy fllJJi the Life-world 0 VoL 10 02008 



6 Dharani Kanta Das 

,Mahapuru s iya ': They never worship other deities. 

According to S'ankardeva , there is only one God, there is only one devo

tion and there is nothing else besides 1. So, the vai ~ '!ava faith of S'ankardeva is 

familiarly known as 'eka-S'arana cndm-dharma'. The deva or the only God 

worthy to the worshipped is K ~ ~ '!a - Vi ~ '! u , the son of Devaki . He is ofvari

ous manifestations like Ram, Hari, Niifiiya '!a , Gopiila , Govinda and the like. 

Equally novel was the concept ofeka-S'ara'!a. Like all other leaders ofthe bhakti 

movement S'ankardeva declared that although we call God by many names like 

K ~ ~ '!a, Hari, Rama, Vi ~ '!u etc.. He is in essence one and He and He alone 

should be worshipped; there is no other God except Him. Those who lie prostrate 

before any other God except Him, S'ankardeva said, are all sinners and will go to 

the hell. In his rendering of the 11th Book of the Bhiigavat - pii ra '!a he gave a 

burning description of the excruciating tortures that these sinners would suffer af

ter death (vv. 450-55). 

S'ankardeva , like other leaders of the bhakti movement, laid immense 

stress on a direct, emotional relationship between God and those who worship Him, 

without the intervention ofany divine agent or liturgical medium. All through his life 

he never got tired of saying that God cannot be had by performing ceremonials, 

sacrifices, penances, going for pilgrimages, bathing in sacred waters and such other 

external activities. Nor is He accessible, he said, through the knowledge ofvarious 

scriptures; realisation of God comes through complete surrender to Him without 

the help of any external agency. This is hhaktithe summum bonum of one's life.' 

Bhakti or loving surrender to God must be unconditional, totally devoid of 

desire ofany kind. The votary (bhakta or bhakata) must be in different even to his 

own mukti or liberation. "1 am not a servant to that kind of commercial transaction 

that seeks results through your worship" S'ankardeva wrote in his KIrtana 

(vAS1). And thus said Madhavdeva in the very first verse ofhis Namgho ~a .\\! 

adore the bhakta who does not concern himself with his mukti". 

Philosophy ll111I. the Life-world OVol.lO 02008 



7 Dbarani Kanta Das 

Keeping in line with the vai ~ '!ava tradition, S'ankardeva spoke ofnine 

forms of bhakti, viz. S'rava n a (listening), Kirtana (chanting), smara n a . . 
(remembering) , arcana (worshipping) , Pada-sevana [prostrating at 

(Vi s n u' s )feet], diisya ( servant's activities), sakhltva ( friendship), 

vandana] invoking) and deha-arpa n a (bodily surrender) ofwhich , however, 

he gave special importance to the S'rava '!a and Kirtana, as also to the diisya 

form of bhakti. He classified the bhaktas into three types- uttama (good); 

madhyama (mediocre) and prak ~ ta (ordinary). The bhakta who identifies 

himself with every living being and is completely free from all kinds of desire, 

worldly or otherwise, is the uttama - bhakta; he who, with his material desire not 

withstanding, makes friends with everybody, respects the virtuous and pities the 

poor is the prak! ta bhakta. This position of the madhyama bhakta is in be

tween the two. 

Bhakati or any kind ofadoration ofan omnipresent and omnipotent God, it 

may be mentioned, is a non-vedic concept. The Vedic yajiia was magical in 

nature. As Levi says, "It has (thus) all the characteristics of a magical operation, 

independent ofdivinities, effective by its own energy and capable ofproducing evil 

as well as good." As such, in the yajiia there is no place for any kind offeeling or 

emotion so conspicuously present in bhakti. 

But S'ankardeva and his co-leaders did not directly deny the Vedic tradi

tion, neither they could, because Vi s n u whom the adored as God was himself a 

Vedic deity. Moreover, they knew that so deep-seated was the authority of the 

Vedas in the minds ofthe people oftheir times that without a least verbal allegiance 

to these sacred scriptures, it would be impossible for their religion to reach the 

populace. Therefore, they hushed up the inner contradictions and declared that 

their bhakti rituals were not antagonistic to, but in agreement with the Vedas. j 

In the kirtana there is a section called Vedastuti where it is said that the 

Vedas came out of the breath of Niir'iiya '!a in order to extol bhakti-dharma \ 

Philosophy IIl1Ji the Life-world 0 VoLl 0 02008 



8 Dharani Kanta Das 

With this and other such devices S'ankardeva , along with other neo Vai s n avite 

leaders tried to establish the superiority of their religion over that of the Vedas 

without decrying their verbal loyalty to them. In one place ofthe Bhakti- pradipa , 

however, S'ankardeva explicitly remarked: the rites in the Vedas ought not to be 

performed by the bhaktas. Ifhe allows himselfto be allured' to perform such rites, 

he will be degraded from the path ofhhakti[Bhakti- pradipa , v.120). This shows 

that in spite of expressing verbal loyalty to the Vedas he tries to give his 

Vai s n avism a new dimension. 

S'ankardeva nowhere tries to work out an independent system of Vedantic 

thought. His philosophical views have, therefore, to be called and put together be

tore we can give it a name, ifat all, or a place in the history of the country's thought. 

His religious system as well as his Vediintic views are based in the main on the 

Bhiigavat - piirii ,!a. In his Bhakti- ratnakara , a treatise on bhakti, he cites 

the piirii '!a to accept four pramiinas, (proof) as leading to one's knowledge 

ofultimate reality: s'ruti (scriptures or upani sadie texts) .pratyaksa (percep

tion) ,aitihya (tradition or mahii -liiiinaprasiddhi ,as S'ridharasviiml 

the commentator, explains) and anumiina (inference). S'ankardeva , we find 

him accepting S'rldhara' s views in course ofthe interpretation ofthe Bhiigavat 

and the cia and in places speaks in the very language of the Advaita; but for 

S'ankardeva it is bhakati alone which can bring mok ~ a, release. 

S'ankardeva, though having his leanings towards S'ridhara Svaml's 

bhiisya of Bhiigavat gives his own interpretation of the creation of the 

Universe centering on Puru s a - Prak r ti . His disciple Madhavdeva in his . . 
Niim - Gho~ ii has explained this point in stating that the Lord Madhava 

(K ~~ ~a) controls both Puru s a and Prak ~ ti and Hari is soul ofall (samastare 

iitmii Han) . 

In the Bhiigavat , one of the main resorts of Assam s Vai ~ ~ avism , 

God is the ultimate essence called Parama-Brahma, the cause of the Universe. 

Philosophy IllY1. the Life-world 0 Vol.J0 02008 



9 Dharani Kanta Das 

His true nature is not known due to ignorance, caused by maya, which is of an 

all-pervading nature. In fact, Niiraya na , the Eternal reality, is the Creator, 

Sustainer and Destroyer of the Universe through maya. He is the only Truth and 

the rest is delusion.' 

This mayavada is very prominent in the writings of S'ankardeva. The 

created universe, though unreal, looks like real. His kirtana states that the end

less universe manifests in the eternal truth Brahma;5 

Mahdpuru s a S'rlmanta S'ankardeva sphilosophyis amonistioone. 

He gave more values to this principle of oneness, one soul supreme being-the Re

ality-the ultimate Reality Truth. It is Vi ~ '! U -Lord K ~! ,!a, Rama, and Brah

man pervading the whole universe. Absolute Brahman is the Absolute Truth, Ab

solute Reality. It is the Absolute Value. He emphasised the value of the concept of 

God in the following "Thou art, the eternal Brahman, this knower of the hearts, 

those manifest in the Universe". In Kirtan Gho~a, he prayed Brahman as the 

very outset ofwriting-"At the outset, I bow down to Niiraya na, the eternal one 

in the form of Brahman, the cause of all incarnations." 

According to S' ankardeva , though the individual souls are created by 

God, and He, Himself resides in all of them, yet they have been placed under the 

illusion of unreality. But due to ignorance, we ca'nnot understand this truth and 

search for him in the outside World in Vain." 

Throughout his works, S'ankardeva lays emphasis on this removal of 

maya through sole devotion to Hari and Hari is to be realised through bhakti. It 

might be pointed out that though Srimanta S'ankardeva had stressed on the devo

tion, he did not rule out the necessity ofWisdom. For him, all evils are the creation 

of illusion and the wisdom is the only way to remove those evils. He says: 

"Bhakati karante iipuni upaje Jnana " 

It means, devotion creates wisdom automatically. In the kali Yuga bhakti based 

on uttering the name of Hari is the best way to shake off maya. This is the 

Philo.,ophy IIlIJJ. the Life-world aVoLlO a2008 



10 Dharani Kanta Das 

essence of the teachings of S'ankardeva. 

S'ankardeva mentioned in his Bhakti- Ratniikara four elements Viz. 

Guru, Deva, Nama and Bhakata as four pillars of the Bhagavat-Bhakti; In 

chapter-V of this work, tEankardeva prescribed the way in which Lord K ~ ~ '!a 

is to be propitiated through hhakti. In chapter-XXII, it is indicated how through 

devotion to Hari, the individual soul can shake off maya. The chapter-XXXIV 

deals with the necessity of detachment for a true devote. The cult of K ~ ~ '!a is 

established as the supreme one over all expiatory rites, because devotion to Hari 

alone saves one in this sinful age of Kali from the bondage of the cycle of rebirth. 

The Chapter-l1I of the Bhakti- Ratniikara deals with the benefit that 

comes out of the fellowship with the bhaktas who are classified into Uttama, 

madhyama and nik ~ ~ ta , The Uttama hhaktas see all creatures in God and 

God in all creatures. The highest type of hhakti is the' bhagawati or uttama, 

which the devotee with pure heart and mind, bestows upon Lord Vi s n U , and this . . 
self-surrendering "is absolutely motiveless. It is superior to the state of final re

lease. In such a state, the bhakta acquires the capacity of dissolving the linga

deha (subtle body) . 

Chanting of the name of Lord Hari, the only way to mukti is strongly 

established by S'ankardeva , Everything includingyuga dharma is to be found in 

eka- s'ara '!a -Hari- niim -dharma; 

"Niimat samasta ache yuga-dharma piiya " 

The name of Hari is the supreme truth the greatest teaching of the Vedas also; so 

the devotees are advised accordingly to chant only the name of Hari, shunning all 

other religions cults. Complete surrender to and taking refuge at the feet of Lord 

Hari, chanting His glories day and night, with pure heart and detachment. 

In eka-s'ara'!a-Hari-nam-dharma propounded by S'rlmanta 

S'ankardeva, there is no place for Vedic rituals (karma- kii.nda ) . A true devo

tee of Lord K r s n a is strictly prohibited to worship other Gods and goddesses. 

Philosophy IlIJJl the Life-world OVol.lO 02008 



11 Dharani Kanta Das 

Some critics seem to point out that this element of the s'ankar« - bhakti - vada 

has no root in the Bhagavat. But a versatile scholar and an exceptional genius like 

S'rlmanta S'ankardeva would not have put stress on it, had the Vedanta philoso

phy not sanctioned it explicitly or implicitly. The system of priesthood has no room 

in the well-packed house of s'rava '!a - kirtan a . The bhaktas perform kirtana 

themselves in the verse and manner contained in kirtan Gho ~ if, the mostpopu

lar and abundantly read scripture. The kirtana is not simply chanting 

Riima - Riima , K! ~ '!a - K! ~ ,!a, Hari-Hari . . . only, but it is more sub

stantial and educative. Klrtan Gho ~ if is one ofthe four main pillars upon which 

the entire large and heavy structure of eka - s'ara '!a - Huri - nam - dharma 

stands. It is also considered and honoured as a Veda of the Neo-Bhakti cult. The 

devotees from a democratic society ofpeople coming from all castes and commu

nities. People got attracted to the religion being charged by the sense of participa

tion and freedom. Even a Candiila (aboriginal low-caste man) is equated to a 

man born to Brahmin parents in the sphere of bhakti. No Yugal-Murti of 

Rlidha - K! ~ ,!a, sia -Rama, Laksmi- Nliraya '!a etc. is to be enter

tained in the heart by a devotee of K! ~ '!a. The female element is therefore, kept 

outside the periphery of the bhakti exercise. This is perhaps done following the 

directive of the Vedanta to distinguish between the supreme soul and the inani

mate ones. 

Perhaps, eka - s'ara na - Han - nlim - dharma is the only religious 

stream in Hindu religion where Vedic mantras are not required to be chanted and 

priests have no role to play. The Guru and the devotee • need not become monks to 

lead and get led. Even a household (g! hastha) may overcome all the hurdles of 

life by taking the names of K r s na with full devotion and faith. 

Accordingto S'ankardeva, God as Niiriiya'!a -Vi~ '!u- K!~ '!a - Riima 

represents eternal Brahman and demands the worship and devotion of the human 

being. The ilva is different from God only in as far as it is the creation ofGod and 

PhUosophy IUllI. the Lift-world OVoLlO 02008 



12 Dharani Kanta Das 

therefore a Jlva should worship God with the love from the very core ofhis heart 

with performance of rituals. Absorption in Brahman comes as a natural conse

quence of release from the bondage of maya and cycle of rebirth. But the devo

tee may well look forward for a place in the Vaikunt a , and becomes identified 

with God. This is because in Vaikun t a the life ofdevotion may continue forever. 

As a matter of fact, the devotee would not look down upon the life in body of any 

animal or in any sphere, provided he is allowed the privilege ofservitude to the lord. 

With all forceful utterances against s'iikta tiintricism» neither 

S'ankardeva nor his followers could root out these cults from the society. Rather, 

they later penetrated their own religion in various forms. Sorne elements of fertility 

rituals associated with s'iikta tiintricism had percolated through vai ~ '!av;sm 

since ancient times. One such excellent example is riis -IIIii (love plays of 

K ~ ~ '!a with Riidhii and other Gopis). S'ankardeva , it is true, made little 

mention of Riidhii in his writings; but this did not debar him from depicting this 

license festival in the KIrtana and other places (however, much he tinged it with 

bhakti rasa). A reading of Aniidipiitana gives the impression that he accept 

sadcakraviida» the physico-centric theory and concludes in the very manner of 

the tantrikas 

"Listen to the glory of the body I express: all the attributes of the 

world lie in the body itself'.7 

Aniidipiitana as well as Nimi-navasiddha-samviida indicate that in 

order to explain the process of creation S'ankardeva calls mahiimiiyii (great 

illusion) and says that mahiimiiyii comes out of purusa: He concludes that 

everything that is mundane is the creation of mahiimiiya and ultimately ends in 

mahiimiiyii . As regards mukti or liberation, however, vai ~ '!vas of 

Mahiipuri; ~ lyii sampradiiya of Assam, go beyond the Vedas and speak of 

Pahcama puru ~ iirthu or fifth and highest end of life, namely, bhakti Which, 

according to them, is superior even to mukti or liberation considered as parama 

Philosophy IllY!. the Life-world 0 Vol. 10 02008 



13 Dharani Kanta Das 

puru ~ iirtha by nyiiya, mlmiims'ij and the advaita schools." 

A bhakta when deeply engrossed in Lord's Love, does not aspire anything 

from Lord-or even liberation. To ~tImdeva" the chiefapostle of S'ankardeva , 

the devotion to God was so blissful that he could rather prefer to remain mortal and 

be a devotee than attain 'mukti' and be deprived of devotion. According to 

~dhavdeva. rasamayi bhakti is an intense love and devotion towards God. 

Here a devotee gets full and spontaneous control over his senses and becomes 

immaculate and pure and sees the effulgence of the Lord within and hears the 

Divine Melody ofGod. 

S'ankardeva 's bhakti movement redeemed the people of the oppressed 

society. His religious movement unified the people ofdifferent castes and commu

nities into one common band. His faith was so catholic that people irrespective of 

caste and community were allowed to sit (seat) together in their religious pursuit 

and in other social spheres as well. The catholicity germinated by S'ankardeva 

had developed among various sections ofpeople. There is no caste-bar among the 

adherents of these obscure rites. Tolerance and sense of brotherhood tended 

to grow even among people of different faiths and cults. People belonging to other, 

faiths like Islam accepted the religion of S'ankardeva and, thereby, the outlooks 

of the votaries are proved to be very broad. That paved the way for religious 

tolerance and co-existence. For the spread of the faith, he composed verses in the 

local languages. The illiterates, who could not read, were also able to understand 

and recite these verses easily. 

The neo- val s n avite movement in Assam led to the creation of a huge .. 
mass ofreligious literature known as vais nava literature. The language used. .
 
by the vai s nava for their religious compositions were Brajabuli, an 

admixture of Maithill and Assamese. The method used by S'ankardeva to 

make his plays easily understandable to all sections of the people was the 

employment of peculiar languages. The artificial dialogue would be easily 

Philosophy IUUI. the Life-world OVoLlO 02008 



14 Dharani Kanta Das 

understood not only by the common people of Assam but also by those coming 

from other parts of Eastern India. It was also well suited to glorify before the 

common folk the activities of K r s na. It is to be noted that although Assamese-

Brajabuli is an artificial language, the structural pattern of the sentence is 

purely Assamese. 

It might be mentioned further that he advised to install a ndmghar , i.e., 

chapel in every village and to establish sattras, i.e., temples in various places to 

discuss the high morals of religion with a view to bring unity and discipline with 

good character in the society through these niimghar as and sattras. This is the 

peculiarity of the view of S'ankardeva , which cannot be found elsewhere in In

dia. The present writer observes that if his philosophy is followed sincerely the 

present-day social and religious unrest may be solved to a large extent. According 

to Dr. Brinchi Kumar Baruah "No need to retrospect the contribution of nilmghar 

comprising its social, religious and cultural aspects. It is the museum ofAssamese 

national culture. Ndmghar is considered as National Theatre?". As a matter of 

fact the idea of' niimghar ' has much importance in S'ankardeva 's philosophy. 

Poor and rich, high and low have equalpart and position in the premise of niimghar . 

Through it the democratic thought occupies a reasonable place. The selection of 

sutradhar, giiyan , biiyan , rasikar, dhuliyii is done with a democratic proc

ess. The performance skill pertaining to song, dance, drama and other artistic zeal, 

reflects through the niimghar . Moreover, amicable settlements related to any 

social disputes are decided through this institution. Thus niimghar as a social, 

cultural and religious institution has noticeable position among the Assamese peo

ple. 

There is a tendency among the intelligentsia of Assam to hold Assam 

S'ankardeva up as a champion ofdemocracy. To support it the scholars generally 

point to the fact that he established niimghar s where rural folk could freely 

discuss their social and household problems and resolve their differences, this, how

ever, is a system of village assemblies. It is to be remarked, however, that If by 
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15 Dharani Kanta Das 

democracy we mean a government ofthe people, by the people and for the people, 

then democracy was an idea that was totally foreign to S'ankardeva 's mind, and 

that was naturaL S'ankardeva lived at a time when kingship reigned supreme and 

a hierarchy of social classes was in a progressive stage of development, and at 

such a time democracy in the present day sense was simply a historical impossibil

ity. Although a man of a strong democratic frame ofmind, S'ankardeva can by 

no means be stamped as a 'man of democracy' in the modern sense of the term, 

S'ankardeva had a clear vision ofthe future society where all men would 

be equal and where there would be no repression of man by man. He, however, 

realised that perfect translation of his noble dream into reality would necessitate a 

radical change of the whole socio-economic infrastructure. And this was a task, 

which, in the age ofrising social classes, was altogether beyond his capacity. He, 

therefore, in emulation ofthe Buddha before him, took a very pragmatic approach. 

Without trying to transform the whole society into a paradise ofpeace, he tried to 

establish, within the confines ofthe existing society, some safe heavens where the 

conditions ofpeace and equality could be fulfilled. This, he did by laying the founda

tion ofan institution known as sattra: 

The sattra was the materialisation of S'ankardeva s dream of a perfect 

society, the fulfillment ofhis quest for oneness and equality that, with rise ofclasses, 

had gradually begun to disappear. In it, he believed, his good and honest 

disciples could live in perfect peace and happiness, undisturbed by the din and 

bustle of worldly life. It may be noted in this connection that sattra is a very old 

Sanskrit word mentioned even in the Rg Veda (7/33/13) and its etymological 

meaning is "that which protects the good and the honest". 

The sociological meaning oftaking •s'ara'!a 'is to go out ofthe material 

world ofwoes and impermanence and to take shelter in the sattra, the divine oasis 

ofpeace and quietude. The sattraswere modeled on egalitarian, nay communistic 

ideals. There was no division ofrich and poor, no distinction ofhigh and low castes, 

nor was there any system of private ownership. 
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The emotionalism ofbhaktiinspired poets all over India to lyricism and the 

emphasis on prayer as the chief mode of worship encouraged class and popular 

music. In Medieval India Vai ~ n avism brought in a large measure the culture of 

the twin arts-dance and drama combining both to make a greatly edifying specta

cle. The Rasadhiir; and Ramillii ofthe North, the Kathakali or attakatha 

of Kerala, the yaksagiina of Kamataka, the kuchipudi Bhiigabata - melii of 

Andhra and other Bhii'gabata- melii s of the deeper south are striking by con

temporary analogies of the Anklya - Bhaona, introduced in Assam by 

Sfankardeva . It made a graceful appeal to the people and satisfied popular intel

lectual cravings. All these categories of medieval dance-drama, meant for the com

mon man, made dexterous use of the classical Indian tradition of dance in varying 

degrees. The Sf ankardeva School of dance is known as sattriya nilch, because 

the numerous institutions, called sattra, being math of Assam vaisnavas, have 

been the chief carriers of this art. 

The play of Sf ankardeva , the father ofAssamese drama and theatre, are 

known as anklya - nat and their performance is called bhiionii. The term 

anka or anklya was used to refer to his plays. The success of this dramatic 

performance even without dialogue encouraged Sf ankardeva to use the drama as 

a means for spreading among the masses the principles and teaching of his eka

Sfara n a - ndm - dharma (devotion to one and only one God) . And so he com

posed the plays on popular mythological subjects. Unlike classical Sanskritplays 

which were written primarily for the people of the upper and leamed classes, 

the plays of Sankardeva were intended for the entire society, including the vast 

majority of the common people who did not know how to read and write. The 

playwright, therefore, had to plan drama and its performance in such a way that 

they could be easily understood by all sections of the people, including the so-called 

low classes. So Sf ankardeva freed his plays from the strict discipline ofSanskrit 

drama and flavoured them with certain qualities of indigenous folk dance and dra
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matic institution which had been in practice among the people from time immemo

rial, like Oja pali, puppet dance, etc. 

The plays were, intendent for all sections ofthe people and as S'ankardeva 

wanted to attract as many people as possible to his play, he took all possible care to 

make them popularly appealing. So he made his plays abundantly lyrical with plenty 

of songs and dance. 

It would be impertinent to expect social criticism or criticism of men and 

manners in an ankiya plays. This was outside its scope as the playwright's aim 

was' not to hold the mirror up to nature, nor to reform society by holding its follies 

and foibles to ridicule. He, on the other hand, aimed at enlightening the uneducated 

folk in the teaching of the vai ~ '!ava faith through the medium ofdrama, which 

could be profitably used to amuse and to instruct at the same time. Social reform 

was aimed at, but it was not through satire; rather it was through showing the 

greatness of one God before whose eyes all men were equal. Yet at times 

S'ankardeva hinted directly or indirectly at social evils like polygamy, as can be 

seen in' Parijat Haran, where K ~ ~ '!a has to try hard to appease the jealous 

Satyavama, one of his wives, by fetching a Parijat flower from the garden of 

Indra. 

The Assamese term for the performance of an ankiya play is bhiionii 

derived from the word bhiio meaning a spectacle or transitory state 

(vyabhiciiri- bhiiva) of pleasure and pain. AnJdyii bhiionii is a fusion ofmu

sic, dance and drama of the ethnic tribes of Assam introduced by the Fifteenth 

Century icon. S'ankardeva believed that through the proper use of physic, soul 

may be freed from the illusion. This veryIndian philosophy is beautifully defined by 

S'ri Aurobindo in his "The Indian Culture". The interesting thing is that this phi

losophy is found reflected in William Blake's Philosophy oflife too. To the Greek 

philosopher, body is a temple, where there is potential ofexhibiting varied arts such 

as dance. The body in tum unites the soul with the beauty of Divinity. 
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The bhiionii is popular in Assam till today and may be performed in any 

religious or social function. The use of Vrajabuillends an archaic charm of dic

tion both in the songs and dialogues and also has a religious sanctity for the average 

people for the be1iefthatit is a language of Vrajadhdm , the land of S'rlk!~'!a. 

The cult of S'ankardeva was as relevant now as it was five hundred years ago. 

Bhaba Goswami, General Secretary of S'ankardeva Mahiisabhii said, "Our 

Guru taught us to open our heart to each and everyone ... the festival will be the 

first step towards rebuilding this lost bridge"!", 

The theatre festival organised during this time has been aptly titled 

setubandha (building bridge) . Bhadra Krishna Goswami ofthe mahiisabhii 

said, "Setubandha, in which diverse social groups which participate with promote 

love, understanding, peace and harmony in strife - torn Assam?". 

Bhaba Goswami said that over the centuries, anklya - bhiionii has 

retained its 'spiritual value and social esteem' and the religious theatre festival 

. was expected to achieve its objective of 'aligning social ethnic groups'. 

S'ankardeva, however, never claims himself as the messenger nor 

did he call himself as the manifestation of God. Rather, he calls himself a slave to 

Lord K! ~ '!a. It is in fact, 'diisya bhakti' that pervades his literature. The sole 

aim of' diisya -bhakti' is emancipation of the weaker sections ofthe human soci

etywith full of humanitarian values, such as baptization of low-caste Hindus, the 

tribesmen, muslims and the women who were generally deprived of their funda

mental rights for entrance into temples and also for community progress. 

The ritualistic simplicity ofneo-vai~ '!avism was conditioned by the eco

nomic incumbency that Briiminic rituals had made upon the common man. By 

the time S'ankardeva appeared on the scene, the religious practices people per

formed had become so highly expensive and needed so much materials (like milk, 

butter, honey, fruits, birds, animals, etc.) that performance 0 f these practices led 

many ordinary folk to improverishments. In an agriculture-based society, animal 
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sacrifices in particular had been, in the words of kosambi, "a much heavier drain 

upon production". The primitiveness of the system of transport in those days had 

made pilgrimages too a costLyand hazardous affair. 

The ritualistic simplicity of eka-s'ara '!a - niim - dharma was the re

sult of -an effort to relieve man of such economic perdition in the name of reli

gion". 

The simplicity S'ankardeva had introduced in his religion gave the pov

erty-stricken masses a great relief; it enabled them to seek spiritual solace in an 

easy and inexpensive way. It was because ofeconomic reason again that Assamese 

neo- vai ~ '! avism never encouraged the building of costly temples. Instead of 

temples it has a large network of ndmghars (village chapels, literally 'house for 

chanting Hariniima ') which are very simply in structure (usually a hall without 

walls with a room attached to it in which sacred things are kept). The namghar , 

found in almost every village ofAssam is a prayer hall, a community hall, a theatre 

hall and a village court, all rolled into one. 

In the teachings of S'ankardeva it is found that he was the forerunner of 

giving more emphasis for economic value in the social life ofthe Assamesepeople 

through the development of small scale and cottage industries. He developed the 

values of various items of bhaona and yiitriis. He highlighted the spirit of 

social as well as the spiritual integration. He established the samabhiiva and 

siimyaviida in the society. S'ankardeva develop the sense ofnon-violence, co

operation, tolerance and mutual understanding in the society enriching the cultural 

heritage of Assam and its people. A notable aspect of S'ankardeva s ethic was 

ahimsa or non-violence. His sense of ahimsa was so strong that he asked peo

ple not to kill even flies, mosquitoes and ants, let alone animals and men 

( Bhigabat - Purii '!a VI. V. 5286). 

With the help of these teachings of S'ankardeva , we have at present 

seen the values in his mass education. The method of recitation, memorisation, 
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discussions, seminars, and debate are the valuable and desirable means for educa

tion the mass people ofAssam at that time. His' Chinnayiitrii ' drama which the 

epitome ofhis philosophy and the skill ofrepresentation in actions is the innovative 

true picture of the realisation of eternal values - Truth, Goodness and Beauty, the 

attributes of God. Thus it is seen that S'ankardeva gave more emphasis in value 

orientation programme for moral and spiritual development. He said a deep 

faith in the' common brotherhood of men is the recollection of heart and develop

ment of human values. Thus value orientation education is the actual force for the 

development of moral character. S'ankardeva said that morality is the basis of 

personality and a man with morality and personality can relate value with Absolute 

Reality. 

S'rimanta S'ankardeva s philosophy was a philosophy of life 

affirmation. He took every moment of life very positively. Life was for him a 

divinity. Every life is revered by him. So, he made friendship with all creatures. 

S'ankardeva tried to establish a society on self-reliance of excellent health and 

hygienic of equality. 

S'ankardeva, in common with all religious leaders, invented an ideal 

solution to the real problem. Without attempting to transform the whole society 

in a real, material way, he tried to transform the psyche of the masses. 

S'ankardeva asked them to seek self-realisation not by an objective change of 

society through practical struggles, but by an attempt to change themselves, that is, 

by an attempt to change their objective attitude towards life which had caused them 

so much pain. He compared the material world sometimes to a snake full ofvenom, 

sometimes to a prison-house dark a dingy, sometimes to a dense forest full of wild 

animals or sometimes to a stormy sea where one sinks and floats in turn and asked 

people to get out of it by chanting the name of Bar; or Rdma or K ~ ~ '!a. His 

logic may be summed up like this: This world is impermanent, hence there exist a 

world of permanence; this world is full of unhappiness; hence there must exist a 

happy world that can be attained through the chanting of Hari nama. 
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Here spiritualism may be the only effective medicine to cure the desires of 

mind. On the other hand, we can not get rid ofmaterialism since our existence is 

materially manipulated. So, S'rlmanta S'ankardeva emphasised on the sweet 

marriage between spiritualism and materialism. His massage in this respect of an 

ideal society is "as material culture (civilisation) develops, develop your spiritual 

culture accordingly." 

The autocracy and dictatorship of the Ahom monarchism and frequent 

wars had disturbed and dispersed the indigenous tribal unity. In the circumstances 

the old thought and beliefs were weakened. They were in search of a new' way. In 

such a juncture, the new vais ,!avism and sattriya culture of S'ankardeva had 

fulfilled the need of those people. Despite a total devotion to Lord V;! '!U, 

S'ankardeva was basically a lover ofmankind. This can be understood from the 

verses of the Kirtan Ghosii :. 
"kukkur-chandiila Gardhabaro iitma Ram
 

Jan;yii sabdko karibiihii prandm " 13
 

It means. Lord Riima is everywhere even in the soul dogs, donkeys or in foxes, 

therefore do have best regards for all the creations of the world. This is the pecu

liarity ofthe view and unique philosophy of S'ankardeva, which cannot be found 

elsewhere in the world. In this way, S'ankardeva was a philosopher, social re

former, eminent scholar and ultimately he was a symbol ofunity. The S'ankarl 

beliefs' (thinking) is not a mere account of holy and evils, but is a philosophical 

thought for the benefit of the entire human society. He respected all the sects of 

population. And literature marked with enthusiasm for human welfare everywhere 

in the world has been regarded by him as a part and parcel ofthis world with mutual 

interdependence. "Vasudhaiva kutumbakam' which indicates the mutual rela

tionship with creator is found in each and every part ofhis literature. 

For him, human beings are human beings and division among them is a sin 

and unwanted action. Ifour treatments towards them become equal indiscriminat-
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ing, the society would be hennonised and only a hennonised society can make 

progress. 

It might be emphasised here that he was a pioneer of social justice, eco

nomic equality, universal brotherhood and women's liberation. Long before the 

dramatist Henry Ibsen, S'rimanta S'ankardeva pronounced the necessity and 

importance of women's liberation. In Assamese sociological- approach, they dis

cover verily the fact that womenfolk take equal part in singing klrtana, hearing 

(s'rava ,!a) in almost all the kirtanghar and niimghar which resemble the 

free Christian churches. S'ankardeva vehemently said for the emancipation of 

under privilege who are the integral part of the society and women - the half the 

sky. He said 

"str; sudre kare yadi amaka bhakati, 

tiihiika kahibo ito jiiiina mahiimati ". 

He broke the barrier and granted admission for the women to entering into his fold. 

He placed - the womankind in a great reverence. Ideal society in this century will 

give right and respect to the womankind. 

S'ankardeva sreal stand regarding woman is best reflected in his render

ing ofthe Uttarakiinda ofthe Riimiiya ,!a. There he modified the original text 

in order to depict sitii not simply as a docile housewife who ungrudgingly serves 

her husband, but as a woman having an identity of her own S'ankardeva 's si« 
was not blind to Riima's grave injustice towards her. Before entering the under

world (piitiila) , she criticized Riima severely for abandoning her in a most 

injudicious manner. She flatly refused Riima' s proposal ofher being the queen of 

Ayodhyii again and declared in an intrepid voice, "There would be no more shame

less a woman than I if I shall ever call myself your wife". 

Female identity is also echoed in his Rukmini - hara '! kiivya and the drama 

under the same name, as also in Piirijiit - hara '! niit . In Rukmini - hara '! 

(both kavya and nat) virgin Rukmini writes a secret letter to her lover K ~! '!a 
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at her own initiative and sent it through l'edanidhi, a brahmin priest. In the later 

nat we find K ~ ~ '!a surrendering to the whim ofhis wife satyabhama who had 

nagged him to bring the Piiri.iat flower from heaven. Although Niirada called 

this complying attitude of K! ~ '!a that of a henpecked husband, he ultimately 

agreed with K! ~ '!a that "one should of course obey what one's wife dictates". 

In Haris'chandra-Upakhyiin, S'ankardeva spoke appreciating of the diverse 

qualities of woman, however only as the wife ofman", 

Socialism sans spiritualism is a classical nonsense. S'ankardeva very 

deeply realised this truth, so he wanted to bring socialism with this spirit. So he 

materialised his theory for social reconstruction based on spiritual socialism. The 

dream ofhis ideal societyin this age ofscience and information technology will be 

possible ushering in spiritual socialism. Without spiritual socialism, the human soci

ety and civilization has no future, has no hope. 

Our everyday life becomes full ofstress and counselling in personal, fam

ily and social life become necessary for a harmonised life. The counselling based 

on spiritual values has more impact on man to cope up with such situations. 

Spirituality, morality and ethics have no clear bearing in the present day society. For, 

society itselfhas no clear bearing on heritable traditional and social values. Even 

well-qualified graduates and post-graduates in the field of science, engineering, 

technology and management are not readily accepted as serious social citizens, 

as the present day education system offers no provisions to gain experience in 

social virtues while studying. 

Interfacing science and education with ethics will be able to advise people 

on their various problems in a holistic manner as have been adopted by Srimanta 

Sankardeva ofAssam and also transform and elevate the society to greater heights, 

resting on moral and ethical plan. The development ofa sense ofmoral and ethical 

values consistent with a career as professional and finally the development of a 

philosophy will ensure a personal satisfaction in the pursuits of a productive life 

leading toperpetual peace. 
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GANDHI AND UTILITARIANISM 

KoushikJoardar 

[In this article I have tried to show with aUmy respectsfor M.K.Gandhi that his 

argument against utilitarianismdoesn't stand-In doing so I have consideredonly one half 

of the utilitarian theory i.e., the "greatest number" theory, because Gandhi's theory of 

sarvodaya is mainlya reactionagainst this aspect. Whether"pleasure" is the moral good 

for which we shouldact is the otherhalf ofthe debate but it is beyond the scopeof present 

discussion.] 

M.K.Gandhi'scriticofutilitarianism is significant foranumber ofreasons. 

Gandhiwasnot an academic philosopher. Asapolitical activistandleaderof mass 

movementsduring India's strugglefor freedom his viewsgave expression to the 

colonized psyche. He develops an anti-utilitarian moral theory and calls it 

sarvodaya; welfare of all. Gandhi, who discards utilitarianism, holds, ",.in 

comparisonwith sarvcfaya, utilitarianism showsa lackofdignityandhumanity". 

Toput it in his words: 

A votary of ahimsa cannot subscribeto the utilitarianformula (of the greatest 

good of the greatestnumber).He should strive for the greatestgoodof all and die 

in the attemptto realize the ideal.He will thereforebe willingto die so that others 

may live. Hewill servehimselfwith the rest, by himselfdying.The greatestgood 

of all inevitably includes the good of the greatest number, and therefore,he and 

the utilitarianwill converge in many points in their career but there does come a 

timewhentheymustpartcompany, andwork inoppositedirections. The utilitarian 

to be logicalwill neversacrificehimself.... 2 

The conviction that tookdeeprootin Gandhiis thatmoralityis the basis of 

all things and Truthis the substance of morality. He alsorealizesthat India's crisis 

is moral in nature. Gandhi is particularlycritical of the decline in man's faith in 
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religion. He has written extensively and often critically about the "traditional Hindu 

morality, sexuality, duties of husband and wife, parents and children, teachers and 

pupils, leaders and followers, employers and employees, on neighbours, friends, 

widows, government ministers, citizens and those in charge ofrunning private and 

public organizations. He criticizes the Indian lack of punctuality, the habit of not 

answering letters, wastefulness, the ill-treatment of the poor and the weak and 

social and economic inequalities and injustices.":' Gandhi's problem, it is clear 

then, is moral besides being political. One ofthe finest things to honour in Gandhi's 

thoughts is that the separation of politics and morality is unacceptable to him. In 

this respect, he also differs from his political guru Gokhale. Gokhale, like most of 

the thinkers and activists, separates politics and morality. But for Gandhi, the two 

are inseparable. Bhikhu Parekh writes, "Gandhi was one of the first to define 

morality in political terms and politics in terms of active struggle against injustice 

and oppression".' Gandhi's political activity is meant for the moral regeneration of 

the Indian mass and independence has no meaning without national regeneration. 

For Gandhi, " ...true politics consisted in revitalizing Indian society, culture and 

character by working in the villages, fighting against diseases, hunger and local 

injustices,helping ordinary men andwomen acquire courage and self-respect,building 

up local communities and people's power, and in general devoting oneselfto creating 

an energetic, courageous, cooperative and just country.">The identity of morality 

and politics in Gandhi's philosophy is also evident from the inseparability of both 

from his concept of religion. In the introduction to his autobiography Gandhi 

comments that the essence ofreligion is morality. At the same time he also refuses 

to draw a distinction between religion and politics. "To talk oflearning religion for 

politics or politics for religion was incomprehensible to him for he conceived of 

every activity as determined or governed by one's religious outlook. ... Far from 

advocating that religion should be kept out of politics, he insists that to be truly 

religious means taking an active part in political life."6 

His family environment influences his views on morality and religion. He 

describes his father as truthful, brave and generous. Gandhi inherits the art of simple 

living from his parents. Gandhi was born in the Vaishnava faith and his parents 
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were deeply religious. He was a regular visitor to Vaishnava temples with his 

mother although the Haveli - the Yaishnava temples never -appealed to Gandhi 

much for there were rumours ofimmoral acts being practiced there. He was critical 

of many aspects of traditional Hinduism; even so his moral and religious ideas were 

shaped by the deep religious faith of his family. We will come to this point again 

later. 

But what is it to be moral? Or what should be the aim of OUT moral life? 

We have already mentioned that for Gandhi, Truth is the substance of all morality. 

Truth is Gandhi's sole objective. The subtitle of his autobiography is 'The story of 

my experiment with Truth' and " ...his whole life might well be interpreted as an 

attempt to live in accordance with or an existential quest for Truth.' That truth is the 

essence of morality reminds us of the Socratic or Platonic proposition 'virtue is 

knowledge.' Romain Rolland contrasts Tagore and Gandhi and compares Tagore 

with Plato and Gandhi with St. Paul. But I find no less similarity with Gandhi and 

Plato or to be more precise, between Gandhi and Socrates. Whenever Gandhi 

attempts to explain what he means by Truth, he is involved in metaphysical 

speculations ofwhich he or he may not have been aware. What Gandhi means by 

Truth or Satya is what is meant by the word 'Sat'(Reality) in the Hindu philosophical 

traditions. Truth is the 'Sat' ofVedanta,i.e.. God or Self. Gandhi makes no distinction 

between Self -realization and Truth-realization or the realization of God. He 

maintains, "What he claims to be the Advaita or non-dualist position that ofthe self 

within man is at one with the essence of reality, which is Truth or God." 

Ifthe goal ofour moral life is Truth and truth is God, how this goal 

is to be attained? Or to put the question in another way, how should we act towards 

that goal? To be precise, what is a moral action? According to Hindu teaching, 

actions themselves bind human beings to the empirical world, samsdra , and the 

endless cycle of birth, death and rebirth. But it is also in the Hindu text - the Gitd , 

that one is enjoined to act without the desire for fruits (ni ~ kama karma), to attain 

liberation, mok~ a. Gandhi's views on morality have much to do with the teachings 

of the Gita. He prescribes an action that is selfless, detached and non-violent. "It 
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is Gandhi's contention that the only inevitable means for the attainment ofTruth is 

ahimsd . Ahimsii is the means Truth the end. But since ends and means are 

convertible terms for Gandhi, Truth and ahimsii are intertwined. The practice of 

ahimsii inevitably leads to Truth. "According to Gandhi, ahimsd or non-violence 

in its negative connotation involves doing no injury to any living being either physically 

or mentally. Ahimsd , in its positive sense means love for all, for our friends as well 

as enemies. Ahimsd , in this sense, " ...reflects a great deal of the teachings of the 

New Testament on love and it is not really surprising that Jesus should be referred 

to as one of who manifested ahimsd in its perfect form." Non-violence is the law 

of our species and violence is the law of the brute. 

Gandhi's non-dualistic religion and concept of ahimsd inevitably leads to 

his concept of sarvodaya. He is also influenced by the core idea of John Ruskin's 

Unto The Last. The good of the individual is contained in the good of the all. And 

this what is meant by the sarvodaya. The ideal of sarvodaya is a corollary of 

ahimsii . The upliftment ofone cannot be done at the cost ofthe welfare ofanother, 

The basic presuppositions ofthe concept are the indivisibility ofTruth, the identity 

of the Self and Truth (or God) and the essential unity of all existence. "By the 

concept of sarvodaya, Gandhi really means universal uplift or the welfare of all 

and not just welfare or greatest happiness of the greatest ,number. This clearly 

indicates Gandhi's rejection ofutilitarianism as a doctrine ofthe aim and purpose of 

life. We may note here that Gandhi is a political activist too, and he fights against 

the British rule in India. J.S.Mill, the chief exponent ofutilitarian philosophy, on the 

other hand, was an employee ofthe East India Company. Although Mill was against 

the transfer of the Company's rule in India to the British Government after the 

mutiny of 1857 (he drafted the Company's objection) and retired from his post, the 

philosophical tradition to which he belonged has always been the official philosophy 

ofthe British rule. So Gandhi's opposition ofthe utilitarian philosophy is significant 

in many ways. We have already mentioned that Gandhi refers to it as an 'inhuman' 

doctrine. The significance ofhis allegation may be explained in the following words 

from Glyn Richards: 
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It wouldbe in order,forexample,as Gandhishows,to sacrificethe happiness 

of 49 per cent of mankind in order that the good of51 per cent may be promoted. In 

the light of facts likethese, ifonewereto judge the issue onpurelypractical grounds 

alone, sarvodaya would appear to be a more dignified and human doctrine. If it is 

argued that sarvodaya is an unattainable ideal, and that is in the end one may have 

to settle for the happiness or good of 51 per cent, it would stated in reply, that it is 

infinitely better to strive for sarvodaya and fail to realize it, than to start out with a 

limited objective and attain it at the expense of unfortunate minority. That is better 

an unattainable ideal than a limited attainable goal when it comes to the welfare,of 

our fellow men. At least it can be said that the former shows a more commendable 

motivation.12 

The ideal of sarvodaya is no doubt high, but we must compare it to the 

utilitarianprincipleonthequestionoftheirpracticality. Thiswouldinvolveexamining 

the premises from which the principle ofsarvodaya follows. Gandhi's concept of 

Truth correspondsto his conceptof religion and conversely.Gandhi maintains that 

all religions are true and the essence of onereligion is identicalwith that of another. 

In his autobiography,Gandhimaintainsthat his father,apart from Hindus,had Jain, 

Musalman and Parsi friends who paid frequent visits to his father and he had an 

earlygroundingin tolerationforallreligions. Althoughhe dislikedChristianity in his 

early days, he later developed great respect for that religion. But apart from his 

commendable openness to the plurality of religious traditions, he is a Hindu by 

heart. Most of the truths he lives by, for example, the importance of promises, 

truthfulness,non-injuryto livingbeings,the controlof senses and sexualdesires etc. 

for centuries have been importantpart of the Hindu moral tradition. Bhikhu Parekh 

has observed as follows: 

...although Gandhi thought otherwise, he was not so much experimenting with 

truths as living according to already accepted truths, an important distinction blurred by the 

English expression'experimentswith truths' as well as it's Gujrati original (satyanaproyogo). 

He took a good deal of Hindu metaphysics and morality for granted. He accepted that 

'Brahman alone was real, all life wasone, selfhood was an illusion" and so on, none ofwhich 

was a truth based on his own Of anyone else's experiments. And he uncritically accepted 
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suchprinciples of middle class Hindumoralityas vegetarianism, truthfulness,non-violence 

and matrimonial fidelity. He was not interested in trying out differentvalues or ways oflife 

andmakinga comparativeassessmentas, forexampleJohn StuartMillhad proposed Rather, 

he was only concerned to live by one set of values....His experiments were thus indented 

not to discover new truths but to try out old ones, and formed part of the technology of 

moral conduct rather than a scienceof moral principles.13 

Thus, in defining Truth, when Gandhi says that it is 'what the voice within tells', his 

definition faces a problem ofrelativity oftruth. The point is that, " ...the inner voice 

"or the voice of conscience is not self authenticating. There are criteria which 

determine the ways in which a man thinks and acts, and in Gandhi's case, they are 

the religious and ethical ideals ofhis own form of life.''" I would say that one ofthe 

strongest factors that determine the nature of the 'inner voice' is his Hindu view of 

life. "And to attribute knowledge of truth to the voice of conscience in this way, or 

to the religious and ethical criteria of a particular form of life, inevitably brings 

Gandhi face to face with the problem of relativity of truth.... That is, there are 

criteria that determine the way in which others also think and act which may be 

completely contrary to those of Gandhi."!" 

Gandhi admits that it is impossible for man to claim to attain or to possess 

perfect truth. Moreover, what Gandhi calls Truth is an affirmation offaith. According 

to him". "A confession of faith requires no external verification in the same way as 

statements of fact. This view not only would face the problem ofrelativity, it would 

also face the objection that is raised by S.N.Dasgupta against Kant: "The chief 

fault of Kant has been the assumption of the transcendental factors which have 

been permitted to remain transcendent and yet are allowed to take part in experience 

in which their immanence is denied."!" The place of faith in Kant's philosophy is 

similar to that in Gandhi's moral philosophy. Richards rightly points out that followers 

ofGandhi explicitly maintain that he was essentially a practical man with no concern 

for metaphysics. Yet it is clear that whenever he attempted to explain what he 

meant by Truth, he drifted into metaphysical speculation whether or his followers 

realized it or not.'"" 

Gandhi's theory of sarvodaya is exactly contradictory to the utilitarian 
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formula, as far as their logical relation is concerned. It would regard a utilitarian as 

an advocate of himsii (violence), because a utilitarian is ready to sacrifice the 

good of the lesser number, whereas, sarvodaya means the welfare of all. If it is 

argued that sarvodaya is an unattainable ideal then its advocate could state in reply 

that "...it is infinitely better to strive for sarvodaya and fail to realize it, than to start 

out with a limited objective and attain it at the expense ofan unfortunate minority. 

That is, better an unattainable ideal than a limited attainable goal when it comes to 

the welfare ofour fellow men. At least. it can be said that the former shows a more 

commendable motivation. "19 It sounds good, there is no doubt about that. But to 

recognize the limitations of sarvodaya by the exponent himself as an unattainable 

formula prior to its application puts it in no better position than utilitarianism. It is no 

less a weakness to be ignored. And it is not true that a utilitarian would hold that we 

must sacrifice the good of at least one for the good of the rest. To maintain that 

J.s.Mill could never mean 'hundred percent' by 'the greatest number' would be 

unjust. The greatest numberwould well be the total number. 

It is said that sarvodaya is a necessary outcome of Gandhi's concept of 

ahimsd . It would have been so if ahimsd were necessary and universal like the 

categorical imperative ofKant. Traditionally, ahimsd means non-injury and non

killing. Completenon-violence means cessation of all activity.But Gandhi's ahimsii 

is not a passive but an active concept; his view of ahimsd diverges from the 

traditional Indian view. "Gandhi does not equate ahimsii with non-killing and notes 

the distinction ahimsd and himsii by indicating himsii meanskillingfrommotives 

ofanger or selfishness and ahimsii means refraining from doing so. Then, it might 

be possible to be a believer in ahimsii and yet to kill .:" this view of ahimsii 

found in classical India of course. The Mahdbhdrata calls killing an evildoer, 

vadha but also ahimsii , an act of killing but not of violence, it is an act of non

violent killing. Society has a duty to protect its members and so long as its measures 

are not motivated by hatred ill will, it does not constitute himsii . We may mention 

here that Buddhist and Jain thinkers are most critical about the Hindu view of 

ahimsd . They say that it encourages casuistry and is exploited by various' 
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institutions and religion to sanction unacceptable violence. Their view of ahimsd is 

categorical. However, Gandhi has revived the concept of ahimsd from classical 

India in his time. I must say that the spirit behind the theory of ahimsd is great, but 

Gandhi's theory itself has some paradoxical features. "On the one hand, he carried 

ahimsd much further than any other theorist of it had ever done. Unlike most of 

them, he did not merely attack wars but also institution ofstate including armies, the 

police and prisons and unlike almost ofthem, he showed a remarkable sensitivity 

the non-human world insisted on the 'absolute efficacy' of ahimsd . On the other 

hand, he permitted or condoned violence in many more types of situations than 

most of them had done.'?' Gandhi recognizes that individual existence or our 

existence, as a social being requires some form of himsd ; killing or injury is 

permitted for a greater purpose. Gandhi cites the example of a man who in a fit of 

madness goes about with a sword in his hand killing indiscriminately. To destroy 

such a man may be necessary and unavoidable in order to protect other members 

of society." We remember Socrates defining justice. Gandhi would not call the 

above act a violation of ahimsd . With all my respectto Gandhi's ahimsii , I want 

to state that what follows from a conditional ahimsd is not sarvodaya but 

utilitarianism, the theory Gandhi opposes so much. 

Gandhi does not distinguish between politics and morality. Plato does not 

too. And Gandhi may also be called a Utopian like Plato considering the resemblance 

between the essence of the Riimardjya and the Republic. Gandhi is fond of 

geometry. After overcoming the initial fear, he realizes that "A subject which only 

required a pure and simple use ofone's reasoning power could not be difficult" and 

also writes that "geometry has been both easy and interesting for me.'?' So it is 

quite natural that "Gandhi understood moral life in the image ofEuclidean geometry.'?' 

Thus, by referring to Rdmariijya . he is not pointing to the mythological 

RCimariijya . Acharya Kripalini maintains that the Rama invoked by Gandhi with 

his dying breath was not the historical Riima , but rather the highest self. Gandhi 

himself refers to Rama as the all-powerful essence whose name is inscribed in the 

heart. Hence the formless, omnipresent Rdma in Gandhi's thought is at one with 

the highest self, which in Turn is identical with the truth Thus, by insisting for a 
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Riimariijya , Gandhi refers to an ideal state. My analogy between Republic and 

Riimariijya , I think is not a loose one. Take for example, Gandhi's view on 

education. His attitude to education is in some respect reminiscent of Plato. He 

speaks, for example, ofthe educationof thewhole man:body,mind, and spirit.Like 

Plato, Gandhi maintains that gymnastic and music should be an integral part of 

education for the development of body and soul.25 There is nothing objectionablein 

Gandhi's view on education, at least in these respects. The similaritiesI point to are 

only to show the likeness in thinking and imagination of Plato and Gandhi. Both of 

them have insisted for a Utopia, an ideal state. But in an ideal state, could there be 

any place for morality? God is not moral as he is perfect. Morality is meant for 

human beings because they are imperfect; they suffer from dilemma between the 

good and the bad. Morality is not needed where everything follows necessarily as 

in a Riimardjya or in a Republic. It may be argued that morality is necessary in 

order to attain an ideal state where everything follows necessarily. If one were to 

choosebetweenparadiseandthis earthto livein, onewouldnot havechosenparadise. 

Second, like Plato, Gandhi too recognizes human limitations; the imperfect irratio 

but both of them ignored the fact. It is Aristotle who realizes the importance of 

impurities in human beings and he never argues for a Utopia. 

From what has been discussed hitherto, it can be said that sarvodaya as 

advocated by Gandhi is a noble ideal, but it is not practicable. A practical idealist 

like Gandhi is more an idealist than practicaLTo set an ideal ofsarvodaya and yet 

to recognizeand admit the difficultiesin its attainmentis like telling a person who is 

always late "Your watch is kept ten minutes fast because you are always late". 

There is no harm in setting an ideal like sarvodaya (welfare of all) as our political 

or moral goal, as an ideal in spite of the difficulties of attaining it, but it places in no 

better positionthan utilitarianism. Rather,the ideal of sarvodaya is containedin the 

'greatest good for the greatest number principle'. 
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mE MEANING AND mE RELEVANCE OF 
RELIGIOUS IDEAS OF BUDDHISM* 

D.N. Tiwari 

A Discussion on meaning and relevance of religious ideas of Buddhism is philo

sophically very interesting because of the reason that Buddhists by their theory of 

prasainga negate the reality of all possible meaning of conceptual constructs 

(viklpas). Buddhists theory of prasainga is a very relevant topic for an independ

ent research with its comparison to Derridian theory of deconstruction. Derrida's 

purpose ofthe deconstruction ofmeaning is to fit the situation for the emergence of 

new meanings. Buddhist's prasainga on the other side aims to open the possibili

ties for the search of truth. The purpose of my discussion on the meaning of reli

gious ideas of Buddhisms and their relevance is to come to a conclusion out ofthe 

paradoxical situation of falsity ofconceptual constructs and indescribability ofthe 

real. 

The central interest ofBuddhism lies in the fostering moral and religious conscious

ness (kriyavada ) and for that reason it criticises the thoughts of other systems of 

Indian philosophy by taking that they are akriydvZidi . The teachings ofBuddhism 

are appreciated and will be valued by people of every corner of the world because 

oftheir centrality to the moral and religious ideas ofsuffering and freedom from it, 

the two poles Buddhism swings. Human suffering, individually and collectively, is a 

fact. There is a possibility ofabsolute resolve ofsuffering by spiritual regeneration 

viable through the practices of moral and religious ideas open for all the aspirants, 

without a distinction of high and low order, and, thus, it has a global relevance 

*The article was presented and discussed well in a National seminar organized by 
the Department of Philosophy, Burdwan University, Burdwan. I am thankful to Dr. Rajat 
Bhattacarya for inviting me to present the paper and to Professor Prabhat Mishra for his 
interest for publishing it in the 'Philosophy lilll.i the Life-world'. 
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against suffering and its effects in the present era of marketization. Suffering and 

freedom from it involves a process grounded on the metaphysics of momentary on 

which I shall not discuss presently because the subject matter ofthe paper is con

fined to the exposition ofthe meaning ofreligious ideas of Buddhism. 

The real is instant particular ( svalak san a) and is known by direct per

ception (pratyak ~ a). It is non-communicable and non-relational. No two 

svalak san a as are similar and alike. That which is communicative is relational 

and the relational is a conceptual construct and is informative. Informative knowledge 

does not inform the real correctly. For the correction ofthe informative knowledge 

ofthe real, conceptual constructs oflanguage and meaning function as means, that 

is, the theory of negation of negatives (apoha). Conceptual constructs, as they 

have indirect casual relation to reality, are viable since they act on for the search of 

truth negatively. Buddhists interpret cognition by language by the technique of 

apoha. A word for them is confined only to transient aggregate ofletters/utterances 

and serves as references or designations to the ideas or conceptual constructs 

hypostatized as external thing. 

Meaning is a constructed identity or co-ordination caused by non

apprehension of differences between conceptual constructs (vikalpas) and the 

external things (namajatyadi yojand ). Co-ordination is relation, is a construct 

imagined between the designations and designated (viicaka - vacya ) and is known 

by a way ofexclusion ofdifferences between cognition by language and the object. 

It is a composite unity and is analyzed by intellect into universal, individual, action 

means, etc in which universal is known first due to its concomitant nature and the 

rest are known by implication as related to one another in a cause-effect relation. 

These views ofBuddhists are similar to Bhart ~ hari's view ofknowing the mean

ing of a unit by analysis. A detailed account of the cognition of those meanings 

analyzed from the composite unit in consequential order is discussed in my paper 

entitled 'Analysis of how and what we know by a word (in the context of 

B hart r hari v IPQ. XXXIX, No. 2&3, 2002. pp.291-306. 
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The knowledgeby language,for Buddhistsis not differentfromthe knowl

edge by inference. In brief, in the analytic scheme of cognition by language, the 

word or the conceptual constructs of reference is known first by listening, it pro

duces the cognitionof the conceptualconstructofrrent and lastlythat of co-ordina

tion of them by the exclusion of difference is known as the identical cognition 

caused by a word. The conceptual construct of reference and referent is cognized 

separately and are excluded.This exclusion leads to the production of false identi

ficationorto a co-ordination construct(sanghiita). Conclusively, thoughBuddhist 

logicians accept that all expressible knowledge is conceptual construct and con

versely all conceptualconstructsare expressiblewe knowthe knowledgeby exclu

sion of the contrary and it is the exclusion (apoha) that the word expresses. 

Cognitionby wordis relational andis not differentfrominferencebased on 

deduction from judgments in which cognition, apart from the logical nature of a 

judgment and its own cognitionis overlookedandthe judgment is acceptedonly as 

a logical step subordinatedto the process of inferring. Judgmental knowledge, in 

brief, communicate universals, they are conceptual constructs and do not touch 

reality that is the object of direct perception. 

Let us considerwhatdoesreligious andmoral teachings(expressedin language)do 

about the reality,which in Buddhism,is a pin-pointedparticular.In Buddhistnomi

nalism, the name is not the thing; the real of the moment cannot be the real by a 

name, a conceptual construct. The expression of what is possible is conceptual 

construct, which is different from the real. Moreover,if the reality in Buddhism is 

transcendental to all the four ways of expressing (catu ~ h ko t ivinirmukta ), what 

can be said about the moral and religious idea conveyed by the sage Buddha in 

language? 

Contemporarywestern empiricists and positivists are ofthe view that lan

guage bear the sense in applicationto empiricalworld and the moral and religious 

statements are meaningless. Thomas Aquinas' logic of proportion and proportion

ality between human and divine for which 'as human good is to human nature, 

divine goodness is to divine, is of no help in the context of Buddhismbecause the 
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logic of analogy cannot be applied to svalak ~ a'! a. Those statements can be 

accepted by some as having non-cognitive functioning different from that of'mak

ing a special kind offactual statement. Buddhists do not deny the factuality ofthose 

statements. They do not deny even their cognitive nature. Their whole attempt is to 

search the reality of the religious and moral consciousness. 

Indian philosophers, in general and Buddhists in particular do not raise the 

question ofverifiability or falsifiability of religious statements in the manner it is 

raised by Western thinkers on religious language. The issue oflogical verification! 

falsification ofreligious statements is paradoxical because those criteria are appli

cable to those statements the corresponding referent of which is to be found in the 

empirical world. The issue in Buddhism is not logical but practical that serves as the 

cognitive ground ofthe way to spiritual life. 

There is no loss of earned merit (k ~ taniis' a) and enjoyed earned deserts 

(ak ~ tdgama i transmitted through the series till it matures and fructifies 

(anvik sikl , vol.l, Jan. 1987, p.74-75). Metaphysical ideas ofdependent origina

tion i pratltyasamutpdda ), momentariness (k ~ a Ifikaviida ), no-soul ness 

(anatmavada) can be verified only on the basis oftheir usefulness in the religious 

performances and in producing other effects like detachment from worldly affairs 

and freedom from suffering. The ideas of maitrl, karu n a, muditii and upek s a. . 
are known and verified through the conduct of Bodhisattvas. The conduct even of 

Bodhisattvas includes language or the expression even of the state of meditation 

(dhyiina ). The progress of religious and spiritual consciousness of an aspirant 

( mumuk ~ u ) towards deepness through gradually fastened practices causes changes 

in his bodily conduct that can be noticed and can be narrated. Bodhisattvas express 

even the experiences at upek siibhiiva in language for the welfare of the human 

beings. Only the last and very subtle stage of sanjiiiisanjiil is difficult to narrate. 

For the welfare of the human beings Bodhisattvas can render language even for 

those experiences. Buddha, stayed on for forty years after enlighten, earnestly 

preaching without any selfishness and egoity. His preaches are not psychological 
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stages of mind but are his realizations that can be verified on the basis of conduct. 

Buddha was silent on the issue of life after death. If the life after death of 

a liberated is accepted the statement ofBuddhism will turn to metaphysical. Out of 

all the stages of concentration, the subsequent verifies the outcome of the prec

edent stages. The nirvd '!a , the svalak fa'! a , in Buddhism is real but is transcen

dental to the categories of expression ( catu f leo! ivinirmuktam i. In such a situa

tion we have to accept either the meaninglessness or devoid of truth of the state

ments/conceptual constructs or we have to discover the real import of those state

ments. If we take the later in view, it can be said that they are statements having 

efficacy to produce effect (arthakriyaklirl). But for them, we cannot think of 

discovering truth. 

Religious truth lies in authority and not in logical verification oftruth. The 

authority differs with their difference ofreligions. The criteria of the authority of 

the religious statements also differ but in all the cases, perfection of personality 

with piousness, detachment from worldly defects and devotion to truth must be the 

criteria ofauthority. 

In briefit can be said that momentariness,dependent-origination,anatmavada, 

and asatkdryavdda are the rules of grammar of the religious statements and are 

not ultimate. Through the grammar of the language of karu '!a, maitrl etc., the 

reality is found close to realization. 

The function ofreligious statements, in Buddhism, is not to make the truth 

or to.describe things- external or beyond but to promote the wisdom by kindling the 

light of the soul ( iitmadlpobhava ) and to get peace amidst momentary surround

ings. 

Since the reality is beyond the grasp ofmind and language, all statements of 

reason and religion are false identification to reality that is conceptual constructs 

but these constructs are useful for awakening religious consciousness having a 

practical meaning that alone is capable oforiginating light for the search ofreality 

transcendental to all categories ofexpressions. The purpose ofsuch a search ofthe 

reality puts him in a process of getting freedom from suffering individually and 
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collectively till the last man gets freedom from suffering. 

Precisely, the word and meaning in Buddhism are universal and universals 

are conceptual constructs and hence not real. The real is catu ~ ko !ivinirmukta . 

The perception and inference in Buddhism is considered significant in the world 

ofdependent origination but that does not concern with the reality ofthe content of 

religious ideas. However, religious ideas do not mean for a logical validity but for 

practical experience that leads towards the spiritual progress and propels the aspir

ant to act on for the welfare of the universe till the nirvd n a is attained. The 

Reality, in Buddhism, is svalaksana that is immediacy that is known by direct 

perception and is not the objectto be verified on the basis ofavailability ofreferents 

in the empirical world. Without practice, those ideas cannot be claimed meaningless 

and after practice the question of verification stands meaningless. 
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THENATURE OF S'AKrI AS SAlIi\mHASAMBANDHA 

(Mimirilsi view) 
Keya MandaI 

. 
The M[md m sakas , in general, hold that the denoting power (s'akti )of 

a word is something inherent in a word. A word is a kind ofsound which according 

to this school is a substance and its power to denote is something intrinsic to it in the 

sense that it is not installed into it from outside. But for that reason, the denoting 

power ofa word can not be identified with the word itself. The word is a substance 

whereas its power to denote is not. Neither can it be taken to be a quality or 

gu na in the Vais'e s ilea sense of the term. It can not be identified with anyone. . 
of the twenty four qualities recognized by the Vais'e ~ ilea s. The qualities are 

caused by the substance where the qualities are sheltered, but s'akti is not caused 

by the word. Again it can not be subsumed under any ofthe five remaining catego

ries (like karma etc.) of the Vais'esika s for different reasons. The . 
M[md m sakas , accordingly regard the denoting power of a word as a new kind 

of entity over and above the seven-fold categories of the Vais'e~ ilea s. Besides 

denoting power, the Mlmii m sakas admit also causal power ofthings and includes 

it under the same additional category i.c. s'akti . . 
Jaimini, the Mlmamsii -Siitrakiira states that the relation between 

word and its meaning is non-derived (siddha) and uncreated (autpattika)', 

S'abara says that by the word 'autpattika' Jamini intends to mean not-created 

by human conventions. 

The following arguments are given by Jaimini and S'abara in support of 
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the non-derived nature of s'akti : 

a) According to Jaimini and S'abara it is the form ( iik ~ Ii) ofthe material items 

and not the material items themselves such as a 'pot' or a 'table'. The individual 

material items are destructible items but their forms are not. As the forms are the 

proper objects (artha = meaning) denoted by the words, the non-created nature of 

such a word-object relation can be easily apprehended. 

b) If s'akti is treated as created human convention, we must be able to trace the 

source ofit. But we can not find nor can we remember, nor can we know from any 

other source, the person or persons who created such convention. We learn from 

our traditional sources ofknowledge that PZi '!ini created the connection between 

the word vr ddhi and the letters' s : 'ai', 'au', for the sake of his grammar, and 

Pingala , writing a book on metrics, created a connection between the letter 'm' 

and the set of three long vowels.' These are technical terms, one is to be found in 

PZi '!in; 's grammar and the other in Pingala 's metrics, and in both the cases we 

know their originators. But for the majority of natural languages no such origina

tors. But for the majority ofnatura I languages no such originator ofwords or ofthe 

relations between words and objects can be discovered. Hence the connection 

between the words and their meanings cannot be taken as conventional. It is, 

rather, to be taken as natural and uncreated. 

c) Further, when a child learns a language from her/his parent or teacher to recog

nize the connection between the word and the corresponding object, she or he 

must implicitly know that there is already some connection between them. That is 

to say, the teaching of language pre-supposes a connection between the word and 

the object, the word stands for, existing prior to teaching or learning a language. 

This implies the uncreated or non-conventional nature ofthat connection. 
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d) S'abara points out again, that we can not trace out any period in time when not 

a single word was connected to none of the objects. If any such period would be 

imagined then the act of connecting would be jeoperdised. Even if a connection 

between a word and its meaning is supposed to be created, one must use some 

word to denote that connection. Inthat case we must admit that another connection 

between the word and that connection was already there. But then what created 

that connection? It it is done by another such word it will obviously lead to infinite 

regress. Therefore, even when we admit that some connections are created, we 

must admit that there were other words which were already connected with ob

jects before such created connections. And that connection is to be treated as 

uncreated to avoid unhealthy infinite regress. 

Thus we have to admit that a word denotes its meaning by its natural 

power just as the visual organ naturally reveals a coloured shape. 

According to Kumiirlla, s' akti is an eternal relation since it is a corollary 

of what is denoted by words i.e. a class-character'. He rejects the theory of con

vention as it fails to meet the conditions required for a complete theory. If s'akti is 

treated to be a conventional relation then it must fulfill the following three condi

tions'. 

a) The set up of convention for the benefit of each man, 

b) The set up ofconvention at each time ofpronunciation, and 

c) The set up of convention by God for all times. 

But s'akti fails to fulfill either of those conditions. First it is not conven

tional since it is contrary to our experience that a particular convention benefits 

each man. Secondly, a single pronunciation can never fix the convention of word 

and meaning for all times. Thirdly there is neither beginning, nor creation of the 
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world. There is also no God who could set up convention. 

All the above arguments attempt to prove that s'akti is eternal capacity of 

word and ontologically it is an additional category over and above the seven catego

ries admitted by the Vais'e ~ ikas , Kumarita Bha!!a argues that a word can not 

have more than one primary meaning. 'Monosemi' is natural and normal in lan

guage-system . Since words are used to denote objects it is fruitless to have a 

second or a third meaning if only one can serve the purpose. This actually follows 

from the Mimiimsii view of language that the word-object relation is natural and 

constant. According to Pdrthasdrthi Mis'ra and others word directly denotes an 

object through its s'akti . But Ciddnanda and others think that a word denotes 

object through the channel of rousing up impressions and so the knowledge of 

meaning ofa word is only recollection.' 

Kumdrila has presented a number of arguments in favour of accepting 

class-character (jati) as the meaning of word. He admits that the common de

mand of a hearer as well as the intention of the speaker is to mean a particular 

individual by uttering a word. But the words are unable to perform this task. The 

number ofindividual is infinite and they vary from one another by indeterminable 

points ofdifference. A word is not therefore, able to denote an individual (whether 

it is a substance or a quality or an action) with its full blooded individuality. It is only 

by denoting a class-essence that a word can denote infinite number ofindividuals 

irrespective of their differences. Thus we accept that words denote universals", 

But universals apart from their embodiment in particular individuals have no prag

matic value. If words were exhausted in the denotation of universals alone, they 

would be as bad as unmeaning or meaning nonsense. Neither the speaker nor the 

hearer is interested in universals exclusively. Universals must be embodied in con-
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crete individualsin orderto meet the requirements of commonpeople. 

Prabhdkara asserts that although a word denotes a universal, it is not 

intelligiblewithoutreferenceto an individual. Thusthe individualisunderstoodto

gether withtheuniversal. Theindividual is automatically madeknownbytheknowl

edgeof universal. A worddenotesa universalwhichby its inherentcapacitymakes 

the individualknown. Prabhiikara , therefore,assertsthat the individual is alsothe 

meaning of a word though for this purpose no separate capacity is required to be 

postulated'. 

Prabhdkara , however, admits that the natural power of words is con

cerned with the universalandthat the jurisdictionof a word over the individualis 

established by meansofthe universaldenotedbyit. The individualis meantby the 

universalbecausetheuniversal isneitherontologicallypossiblenorpsychologically 

realizablewithoutthe individual, its concretesubstratum. Sothe individual is rather 

a corollary and a necessary concomitant of the denoted meaning. Whatever may 

be the differenceregardingthe meansand sourceof their knowledge, the universal 

andthe individualare alikethe contentof denotation andthus both shouldbe given 

the same status as contents of the meaning. 

Prabhiikara hesitatesto postulate two separate powers, one for the uni

versal andanother forthe individual. Hemakesthe lattermeaningconsequential to 

the former. So far,however, as ourpsychologyof the understanding of the meaning 

is concernedwe haveno criterionto distinguishthe one fromthe otheras essential 

and consequentialrespectively. 

Now Kumdrila agrees with Prabhiikara in holding that the universal is 

the meaningof a word but he differs from Prabhiikara when the lattermakesthe 

individual the content of primary denotation. Kumarila states that a word or its 
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meaning signifies the individual by means of a separate power (better, by a sepa

rate v~ ui). The universal is signified by s'akti or primary denotation. The indi

vidual is signified by ak ~ epa (implication) or secondarydenotation (Iak ~ a'! a). 

The followers of Kumarila think that the interpretation of Prabhiikara is 

either a confusion of thought or a deliberate mis-interpretation. To assert that the 

individual is the denoted meaning is tantamount to the assertion that the word has a 

denotative capacity regarding the individual. 

Again, the contention that a universal is not intelligible without a concrete 

individual as its medium is not free from controversy. A word denotes a universal 

and the universal is supposed to carry with it the idea of the individual because a 

universal is asserted to be unknowable without an individual. If the universal can 

not be known without reference to an individual, the former can not be the condition 

of the latter. For the word can not denote an individual for which it has no power. 

Nor can the universal be its meaning because the universal is unintelligible minus an 

individual. This amounts to saying that word can not denote any meaning, either 

universal or individual claimed by Prabhdkara 8, 

There is also the differences of opinion between Kumdrila and 

Prabhiikara regarding the domain and functioning of s'akti . Prabhdkara thinks 

that although words convey isolated senses they do not stop at that. The isolated 

senses being already recalled words express again related sense with other words. 

It it does not do so another s'akti . According to him the meanings of the words 

convey the meaning of a sentence only by secondary implication", The secondary 

implication comes in through the non-intilligibility of the expressed meaning. The 

meanings of the words which are understood from the words, afterwords, enter 

into mutual relation. 
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As regards the synonyms Kumdrila says that if we asswne s'akti in the 

form then the synonyms· may have the same s'akti having the same sense of 

synonomous words10. As regards the multiple meaning ofthe same word or homo

nyms Kumdrila adopts the theory of corruption. According to him the mleccha-s 

use a particular word-form to denote different objects and gradual acceptance of 

such word-forms creates the homonyms, the same word having multiple meaning. 

According to Kumdrila words denote isolated meanings and these mean

ings convey the relation among them by an inherent, natural, causal efficiency 

(s'akii ) oftheir own. Words primarily denote only isolated meanings. The relation 

between them is conveyed secondarily by the meanings themselves. The relation 

between the meanings cannot be said to be the meaning of words. The word

meanings aided by mutual expectancy etc., give rise to the understanding of a 

relation among the meanings. 

Prabhiikara ,however, thinks thatwords do not denote isolated meanings 
o 

but related meanings. Thus the denoted meaning is a related fact. Words do not 

denote isolated meanings first and then the relation between them is understood. 

This relation is supposed to be communicated by the denotative capacity ofwords. 

The meaning of a word must stand in relation to another meaning and so meaning 

and relation must go together. Prabhiikara , however, agrees with Kumdrila in 

maintaining that s'akti is an inherent denoting function which explains all phenom

ena ofverbal expressions. The Vedantin also joins with Bha!! a and Prabhdkara 

MImii msa in holding that s'aka is an eternal and non-personal ( apauru s eya ) 

relation in between word and its meaning. 

Thus the Mlmamsd kas (both Bha!! a and Prabhdkara ) and the 

Vedantins hold the naturalistic theory by maintaining that s'akti is primordial," self-
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existent and does exist in each s' abda as a natural potency. Piirthsiirathi Mis'ra 

also says that s'akti is intrinsic capacity and not given from outside, neither it is 

shaken by any external force". s'akti for him is also nitya and apauru feya . 
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QUINE: LOGICAL TRUTH
 
Tafajol Hossain
 

Philosophers before Quine assign a special status to logical truths. These truths are 

held to be true by virtue of the laws of logic, hence a priori and necessarily true. 

Camap, for example, calls logical truths L-truths and defines L-truth in the follow

ing way. A sentence Sj is L-true in a semantical system S, if and only if S, is true in 

S. in such a way that its truths can be established on the basis of the semantical 

rules of the system S, alone, without any reference to extra linguistic facts. 'A 

sentence S, is L-true (in S. = of Of S, holds in every state-description (in S),.1 A 

state-description, as Carnap explains, is a class of sentences in 5. (a semantical 

system) which contains for every atomic sentence either the sentence or its nega

tion, but not both, and no other sentences." The set ofall state-descriptions in which 

a particular sentence 5 j holds is called the range of 5;- It is clear that' Pa' holds in 

certain state-descriptions and the set ofthose state-descriptions constitute its range; 

on the other hand, '-Pa' holds in all other state-descriptions, the set of which con

stitute the range of'-Pa' . The disjunction' Pa V -Pa' holds in all state-descriptions 

in 5 j and is L-true. Thus, the range of the sentence which is a logical truth or L-true 

is a total semantical system. In this respect L-truths of Carnap resemble truths of 

reason in Leibniz's sense which, for Leibniz, are true in all possible worlds. 

But Quine, however, differs from these Philosophers in holding that the 

class oflogical truths is merely a subclass of all true statements. In section I ofthis 

paper, I have explained some notions used by Quine in his definition of logical 

truths. In section II of this paper I have explained an examined some special fea

tures oflogical truths mentioned by Quine. 

I 

The logical truths', Quine defines, 'are those true sentences which involve 
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only logical words essentially'. J This definition involves three notions: (i) the notion 

oflogical words, (ii) the notion ofessential occurrence ofthose words and (iii) the 

notion oftruth-value of a sentence. Now we try to explain these three notions. 

(i) Logical words 

The question whether we can make a sharp division ofwords into logical and non

logical or extra-logical has not been answered clearly by philosophers. Carnap, for 

example, writes that a suitable definition of 'logical sign' is not yet known". Tarski 

also points out that there is no general criterion for classifying terms into two differ

ent groups: logical and non-logicaL Tarski says, ' ... no objective grounds are known 

to me which permit us to draw a sharp boundary between the two groups ofterms." 

Quine simply specifies a list of terms by enumeration; ' ... typical ones are 'or', 

'not', 'if, 'then', 'and', 'all', 'every', 'only', 'some'." These terms and any other 

terms, which are wholly definable in terms of them, are logical. But this type of 

definitions, viz., the so-called definitions by enumeration do not tell us anything 

about the meaning of the defined predicates. Quine also makes a distinction be

tween logical and extra-logical terms with the help of the thesis of translational 

indeterminacy. The logical connectives, namely, negation, conjunction, alternation 

are, as Quine says, directly accessible to radical translation, since we can state 

semantic criteria for logical connectives in terms ofassent or dissent. For example, 

the semantic criterion of negation is that it turns any sentence to which one will 

assent into a sentence from which one will dissent, and vice versa.' Whereas non

logical words are not accessible to radical translation. 

(ii) Essential occurrence of logical words 

Quine writes, 'Ifwe suppose a prior inventory of logical particles, comprising 'no' , 

'un-', 'not', 'if, 'then', 'and', etc., then in general a logical truth is a statement 

which is true and remains true under all reinterpretations of its components other 

than the logical particles'. 8 An expression occurs essentially in a sentence if it has 

any essential contribution to the truth-value ofthe sentence. In a logical truth, there

fore, only the logical connectives occur essentiallybecause thoughnon-logical words 
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occur in such sentences they do not have any essential contribution to the truth

value of those sentences, they occur vacuously in the logical truths. For example, 

the true sentence 'Brutus killed Caesar or did not kill Caesar' is a logical truth, 

though it contains non-logical words like 'Brutus', 'kill', 'Caesar' etc., we can 

replace anyone of them by any other non-logical word of the appropriate type 

without engendering falsity. For example, ifwe replace 'kill' by 'love' and/or 'Cae

sar by Nepolean' in the above sentence, the truth-value of the sentence would 

remain the same. The logical particles, which occur in a sentence essentially, deter

mine the logical structure ofthe sentence and whether the sentence is logically true 

or not can be determined by considering only the logical structure of the sentence. 

For example, the sentence '~($x){x floats> (x floats)}' is logically true and all 

sentences which share its entire logical structure are true. But the sentence' (sx) {x 

floats, x burns}' is not logically true. The non-logical words that occur in it do not 

occur vacuously; we have a false statement from it by replacing some of its non

logical expressions by appropriate type ofexpressions. For example, ifwe replace 

the compound sentence ,~ (x floats)' for the simple sentence 'x burns' in it, we 

obtain a sentence '($x){x floats. - (x floats)}' which is obviously false. A logical 

truth, therefore, is a sentence from which we obtain only truths, if any other rel

evant type of expression is replaced for its non-logical expressions or "under all 

reinterpretations of its components other than logical particles'. Therefore, to say 

that logical particles occur essentially in a logical truth is also to mean that those 

particles should have the same interpretation or meaning or that they should be 

governed by the same set of laws. As Quine points out that if a person does not 

accept a sentence of the form 'pv - p', he should be understood as not interpreting 

'-' and 'v' as classical negation and alternation respectively. He gives a different 

interpretation to these logical particles. This is not to say that he is wrong in so 

doing. But he changes the subject. 9 Thus logical truths are true merely by virtue of 

the meanings of the words and so the logical structure plays an essential role in 

distinguishing logical truths from other truths. 

For Quine, to say that non-logical words occur vacuously in logical truths 

because they do not have any essential contribution in determining their truth-value, 
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is not to say that such sentences have the status ofsubject matter independence, as 

is sometimes held. The sentences, for example, Tom is mortal' and Tom is Tom' 

are both about Tom; and both of them are true by virtue of the fact that Tom has 

certain properties. The former sentence is true because Tom has the property of 

being mortal and the latter is true because he has the property ofbeing self-identi

cal. 

We may mention here an observation of Russell that not all sentences in 

which logical constants occur essentially are logical truths. 10 Thus it is a necessary 

but not a sufficient criterion for being a logical truth, that it should contain only 

logical constants essentially. Russell points out that the axiom of infinity contains 

only logical words essentially though it is not a logical truth. Some contingent state

ments also contain only logical constants essentially though they are not counted as 

logical truths. For example, the contingent statement'something exists' ($x)(x =x) 

contains only logical words essentially, but thisis not a logical truth. according to the 

ordinary usage ofthe expression 'logical truth'. Ordinarily a statement is said to be 

logically true if and only if it is necessarily true. But Quine does not accept this 

view. Quine admits different degrees ofnecessity and that a statement is logically 

true does not mean that it is necessary in the sense that it can never be revised. 

(iii) The truth-value of a sentence 

According to Quine, a sentence by itself cannot be either true or false. It is reality 

which makes it so. Therefore, in speaking ofthe truth of a given sentence, there is 

only indirection. There are some philosophers who also hold that sentences being 

linguistic entities cannot be true or false, they speak ofpropositions, some kind of 

abstract entities, expressed by sentences which are either true of false. 

But Quine is against positing any such abstract entity as meaning of a sentence. 

The reason for holding that sentences by themselves are neither true nor false is 

that when we say about a sentence that it is true, it seems as if we are speaking 

about language. But Quine holds that actually in saying about a sentence that it is 

true, our point is to say something about the world or reality. Using the Tarskian 

example: ' 'Snow iswhite' is true ifand only ifsnow is white' , Quine explains that 
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by calling the sentence 'Snow is white' is true, we call snow white. Due to some 

technical complications we have to mention sentences and ascribe truth-values to 

them. The truth predicate in such a case serves to point to reality via the sentence 

mentioned. Thus though a sentence is mentioned, we are actually concerned with 

the non-linguistic reality - the world. Quine writes, 'This ascent to a linguistic plane 

ofreference is only a momentary retreat from the world, for the utility of the truth 

predicate is precisely the cancellation oflinguistic reference. The truth predicate is 

a reminder that, despite a technical ascent to talk of sentences, our eye is on the 

world.' n Following Tarski, Quine explains the notion oftruth-value ofsentences in 

terms of the notion of satisfaction of open sentences. This is, he thinks, a suitable 

notion in terms of which truth may be explained, because closed, compound sen

tences are formed out of open sentences rather than closed atomic sentences. 

Open sentences like 'x walks', 'x conquered y' etc. are neither true nor false by 

themselves. They are satisfied or not satisfied by certain things or pairs ofthings or 

triples etc. For example, "x conquered y' is satisfied by the ordered pair <Caesar, 

Gaul>. Satisfaction is a relation between open sentences and ordered n-tuples of 

objects. The negation of an open sentence is satisfied by those sequences, which 

do not satisfy that open sentence. The conjunction of two open sentences is satis

fied by those sequences, which satisfy both the sentences. The existential quantifi

cation of an open sentence is satisfied by a sequence of objects just in case there is 

some other sequences of objects differing from the first in at most the i-th place 

(where i-th is the variable bound by the quantifier) which satisfies the open sen

tence resulting from dropping the quantifier. Closed sentences are sentences with

out any free variable; they are also called O-place open sentences. Closed sen

tences are either true or false. A closed sentence, if it is true, is satisfied by every 

sequence; if such a sentence is false, it is satisfied by none, (no sequence), because 

all the things in a sequence are irrelevant to a closed sentence or a sentence devoid 

offree variables. The satisfaction conditions for negation, conjunction and existen

tial quantification provide the basis ofa logical calculus ofnegation, conjunction and 

existential quantification. These conditions, as Quine points out, determine just what 

sequences satisfy all compound sentences, given the same information regarding 
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the simple sentences. But Quine points out that it is not the business of logic to 

decide what sequences satisfy the simple sentences. The business of logic is to 

determine the links between different sentences. The relation oflogical implication 

or logical incompatibility between sentences are examples ofsuch logical connec

tions or links. Whether one sentence logically implies another sentence can be 

determined simply by the logical structure of the two sentences, unsupplemented 

by any other information. Similarly, whether a sentence is logically true or not can 

be determined by considering the logical structure of the sentence. For example, 

the sentence '- ($x){x floats.- (x floatsj}' is logically true, it is true by virtue ofits 

logical structure, all the sentences having the same logical structure are true. 

II 

Quine, however, points out that logical truths are different in some way 

from the truths of natural sciences because they have certain special features. 

These features are as follows: 12 

Firstly, every truth of elementary logic is obvious or can be made obvious 

by a sequence ofindividually obvious steps. But Quine mentions that to say 'Logic 

is obvious" is not to provide any epistemological ground for the truths of logic; it 

does not provide any explanation ofwhy logical truths are true or how can we learn 

them. Quine uses the word 'obvious' in an ordinary behavioural sense." For ex

ample, when it is said that 'No unmarried man is married' is obvious for a commu

nity, what is meant is only that everyone belonging to that communitywill ascent to 

it without any hesitation. The obviousness of 'No unmarried man is married' in a 

linguistic community in this sense is similar to that ofthe utterance It is raining' in 

the rain. To say that 'It is raining' is obvious in the rain is only to say that everyone 

will ascent to it in that type of circumstances. 

A second feature of logical truths which distinguishes them from truths of 

natural sciences is the lack of special subject matter:. Logic does not favour any 

sub-domain ofvalues ofvariables over another. 

Thirdly, logical truths have ubiquity ofuse. Quine points out that specially these 

last two features oflogic (and also ofmathematics), that is, 'their relevance toall 
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science and their partiality towards none' differentiate them from the truths of 

natural sciences. 

But the trouble comes because they are held to be different in some other 

respect also. The truths of logic and mathematics are characterized by lack of 

information without having anything to say about the world, and untouched by the 

evidence of our senses. They are regarded as true purely by virtue of the meaning 

oftheir linguistic components, and true no matter what. On the other hand, truths of 

natural sciences are credited as providing information, supported by the evidence 

of our senses; such truths depend on both language and extra-linguistic reality. 

According to the linguistic doctrine oflogical truth, logically true statements are all 

true purely by linguistic conventions or rules oflogic (logic and language are insepa

rable) and they have nothing to do with reality; they are vacuously true and have no 

cognitive or explanatory value. For example, it is thought that some sentences like 

'Roses are roses' are true by virtue of the 'traits of their language' and they have 

nothing to do with the way the world is. But Quine suggests that it can be said 

alternatively that it is a fact about the world that roses are roses and this is the 

ground for saying that the sentence 'Roses are roses' expresses a truth. The sen

tence is true due to some obvious and ubiquitous trait of its subject matter. It is a 

general, obvious and ubiquitous feature of the world or reality that everything is 

self-identical. Quine writes, 'Consider, however, the logical truth 'Everything is 

self-identical', or '(x) (x = x)'. We can say that it depends for its truth on traits of 

the language (specifically on the usage of '='), and not on traits of its subject mat

ter; but we can also say, alternatively, that it depends on an obvious trait, viz., self

identity, of its subject matter, viz., everything.t" Quine refers tp a comment made 

by Carnap in this connection and writes, 'Carnap correctly states in a foot-note: 

'Quine does not acknowledge the distinction which I emphasize above [viz., the 

distinction between ontological questions and factual questions of existence], be

cause according to his general conception there are no sharp boundary lines be

tween logical and factual truth, between questions of meaning and questions of 

fact, between the acceptance of a language structure and the acceptance of an 

assertion formulated in the language.'ls 
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For Quine,to say that logicaltruths are obviousis not to say that they are 

immune to revision or that they are true come what may. According to Quine's 

holistictheoryof meaning, no sentence - evenrulesoflogic - is immune to revision. 

On this theory, since a sentence by itself cannothave any significance or meaning 

apart fromthe theory or the conceptual schemeof which it is a part, a sentenceby 

itself cannotbe either true or false. The theory or the system as a whole faces the 

'tribunalof experience',anysentenceincluding logicaltruthmayberevisablein the 

face of a recalcitrantexperience. Theunit of empiricalsignificance is thewhole of 

science.' Therefore, what a given statementmeans or signifies is determined by 

the nature of the remainderof the science of which it is a part. By the term 'sci

ence' , Quinedoes not mean anyparticularbranch of science.For him, 'the whole 

of science', is the totality of our knowledgeand belief, ' ... from the most casual 

mattersofgeographyandhistoryto theprofoundestlawsof atomicphysicsor even 

of pure mathematicsand logic'.16 FollowingNeurath's similethat scienceis like a 

ship and our positionis likethat of a mariner,, who mustrebuildhis shipplank by 

plank while continuing to stay afloat on the. open sea?", Quine explainsthat our 

science is a body of systemconstitutedof several statements or beliefs. On outer 

part of the body of science, 'the periphery', there are observationstatements. The 

relatively interior part of the body of science consists of non-observation state

ments or theoreticalstatements. Finally, in the centreof the systemthere are' laws 

of logic. In the face of recalcitrantexperiences, we may haveto revise someof the 

observationstatementswhichare in the outerpart of the system,i.e., the periphery. 

This revisionmay also leadus to makea revisionin the interiorpart of the system, 

since all the statements of the body of science are logically linked up with one 

another, and sometimes, ifthe situationdemands,we may evenhaveto reevaluate 

our statementsregardinglogicalrelations,i.e., the lawsoflogic. Thereis no state

ment which can be held to be true come what may as such. Hence, logical truths 

are not untouchedby the evidenceof our sensesor they arenot immuneto empiri

cal refutation. 

Butwe maymentionherethat Quinetwo theses,namely, (i)no sentenceis 

immune to revision, and (ii)any sentencecan be considered to be true comewhat 
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may if we make drastic enough changes elsewhere in our system, are taken to

getherthen they overturn Quine's metaphor ofperiphery and interior ofa system. 1M 

If in the face of recalcitrant experience any sentence of the system can be chosen 

for revision (depending on the purpose of the moment) and any statement wher

ever necessary (even a statement belonging to the periphery) can be protected 

from being revised, then there is no periphery, no interior. Moreover Quine some

times writes that the system faces 'the tribunal of experience only as a whole', in 

such a case it does not make any sense to speak of the periphery and interior parts 

ofa system. 

Quine's revisability thesis requires that choosing a particular statement for 

revision in the face of a recalcitrant experience depends on the prior knowledge of 

the significance of a theory as a whole. But in order to know the significance of a 

theory as a whole, one must know the relations of different statements to experi

ence, as well as the rules governing the logical relationship between the statements 

of the system which are also parts ofthe system. For Quine, these rules also may 

be revised under a heavy enough impact from without. But if even the logical laws 

governing the interconnections ofstatements of a theory are held to be parts ofthe 

theory and also revisable then they are to be revised following some other 

(superlogical) laws which would again be parts ofthe theory (and equally subject to 

revision). More generally, any statement regarding the significance of the theory, 

for example, a statement regarding what experiences are conformable or recalci

trant to a particular theory or a statement regarding the logical interconnections 

between different statements of the theory, would be just another statement of the 

theory and therefore, would not have any meaning (since no statement by itselfhas 

any significance) unless the significance of the theory as a whole is known before

hand. 19 Moreover, on this type of interpretation a Quinean theory would have to 

face other problems for not making distinction between object-language and meta

language. 

However, Quine's revisability thesis may not be interpreted in this way. 

The thesis truly shows that whether we would adopt a particular conceptual scheme 

or not might depend on our choice, there is no necessity about this adoption." It is 
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not necessary that we would adopt a particular interpretation which would make a 

statement logically true, we may also decide to adopt any other interpretation. But 

this is one way ofspeaking about revisability ofstatements, a quite different way of 

speaking about revisability is to say that even when we are concerned with a par

ticular conceptual scheme (or a particular interpretation) no statement can be held 

to be true by virtue of the logical laws ofthe scheme. Quine's thesis ofrevisability 

of statements, however, is not to be understood in the latter way. 

Antony Quinton, in his paper 'Doing Without Meaning' points out that at 

least some principles of logic should be allowed to have a special status and the 

difference between them and the laws ofnature should not be only a matter of how 

much centrally they are placed in a scheme." Quine's comment on Quinton re

marks is as follows: Tony feels that logic, the laws of non-contradiction anyway, 

needs a separate status. What I see are degrees ofcentrality: dropping some of our 

theoretical tenets would disrupt and impair the system more than dropping others. 

Non-contradiction is just an extreme case; without it we would be left making 

mutually contrary prediction indiscriminately, thus scoring a poor ratio of suc

cesses over failures.f" Quine's celebrated remark in this connection is' There are 

statements which we choose to surrender last, if at all, in the course of revamping 

our sciences in the face of new discoveries; and among these there are some 

which we will not surrender at all, so basic are they to our whole conceptual 

scheme. Among the latter are to be counted the so-called truths of logic and 

mathematics. >23 Quine does not deny that such statements are true by virtue of the 

conceptual scheme or by virtue of meanings (within the scheme). These state

ments, which state the logical laws governing the scheme, are so central to the 

scheme that any revision ofthem would be to adopt a new system or to impose new 

significance to (the constituents of) the system or theory," 
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GANDHI'STHEORY OF NON-VIOLENCE
 

AND ITS PRACTICAL RELEVANCE
 

Bhupendra Chandra Das
 

We find that much developments and great achievements have been made 

in science and technology for human upliftment.These are external developments, 

but we have no internal or psychological development lack ofwhich is the cause of 

violence. Many humanist thinkers and philosophers have contributed to build up a 

peaceful and perfect human society. But there is a little impact oftheir message on 

human civilization. But with the help ofmodem science and technology, some politi

cal and social leaders of the world are performing inhuman actions day by day 

generating disintegration, violence, terrorism, war at national, international, religious, 

social and political levels. But perfect human civilization will not be evolved through 

violence, war and terrorism. So everyone should have an awareness of the theory 

of non-violence. There, is a great contribution of Mahatma Gandhi with regard to 

preach the glory of non-violence in accordance with the time-bound necessity of 

the society. In the midst ofall types ofviolence on human society- the cry of peace, 

non-violence and love is heard from the core of the hearts ofcommon people ofall 

the countries of the earth . Therefore in this paper an attempt has been made to 

give a sytematic and a critical study of Mahatma Gandhi's theory of non-violence. 

Indian Philosophy has emphasised the need ofsome cardinal virtues which 

everyone should try to practise. All the systems of Indian Philosophy, except the 

Ciirviika . believe that the world is being directed by a moral law. They believe 

that every kind of action (good or bad) produces some tendencies and effects 

which the doer has to suffer. It is the belief in 'Law ofKarma' which it self changes 

into maxiyim :. 'As you sow, so you reap', e.g. good actions generate good 

tendencies. Here there is a need of developing certain basic virtues. These would 

enable an individual to be on the right path. Indian Moral philosophy, e.g. The Yoga 
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philosophy greatly influenced Gandhi. 'Yoga'literally means union, i.e. spiritual un

ion ofthe individual soul with the universal soul. This sense is applied to the Vedanta 

also. The attainment of mok fa, or union with ultimate reality is regarded as the 

supreme goal of life by all the systems ofIndian philosophy. For attaining libration 

the Yoga philosophy adopts the practical methodology called a f tiinga -yoga which 

consists in (a) Yama: the five vows ofnon-violence {ahimsii ), truthfulness (satya), 

non-stealing (asteya),chasiity (brahmacarya) and non-acceptance (aparigraha), (b) 

Niyama:c1eanliness (sauca), contentment (santosa), austerity or tapals (mental 

and physical discipline), sviidhydya (study of scriptures and chanting ofmantras) 

and devotion ot God (isvarapranidhana) are the Niyamas (observances). YS-II.32 

c) Asana (d) Pra'!ayama (e) Pratydhiira (f) Dhara'!a (g) Dhyiina and 

(h)	 Samiidhi-

Gandhi admitted the first discipline- Yama i.e. the five vows ofYama. It is 

important to note that ahimsa comes first and therefore, ranks highest in Patanjali's 

a f tdnga -yoga. Here also the practice of ahimsa requires that an aspirant should 

not cause injury to any thing or living being through body, mind and speech. It also 

implies universal love and brotherhood. He adds fearlessness (abhaya) and faith

in-God (Isvare Bisviisa ) to the five vows of Yama . The only difference is that 

Gandhi interprets these virtues in his own way. He interpreted these virtues so that 

they may be consistent with the needs of the time and the conditions of existence 

prevalent at the time. These virtues should be practised not only outwardly, but in 

thought, speech and action. The aim of moral activities is the attainment ofpurity 

and the perfect purity can be attained only when a person is virtuous not only in 

deeds, but also in thought and speech. So internal purity is very important in this 

respect. 

Ahimsii , after Gandhi, is the most important virtue. The moral aspect of 

Ahimsii is nothing but tolerance and love. It also indicates the maxim that all per

sons are equal. Thus love for every being is a necessary condition for the realisa

tion of God. To Gandhi, Ahimsii is the highest virtue (ahirhsa paramo dharma). 

Among other things, the grounds for his preference toahimsa are the following: 
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a) If all beings are not allowed to live, no virtue can be practised.
 

h) All the other virtues presuppose love. All virtues needs self-sacrifice to some
 

extent and it is not possible without love which is the positive aspect of ahimsd .
 

Non-violence is an eternal, not an accidental matter in the history ofhuman 

civilization. If it were something accidental, Gandhi could not realise it as a means 

to the truth. Non-violence is a means to the truth for all the religions and philoso

phies of the world, except the Cdrvdka , In Harijan, he himself has said that he 

does not claim to teach any new principle. He only in his own way tried to apply the 

eternal truths to the daily life and problem.' Again, Gandhi himself says, "I have 

nothing new to teach the world. Truth and Non-violence are as old as the hills. All 

I have done is to try experiments in both on as vast a scales as I could. In doing so 

I have sometimes erred and learnt by my errors. Life and its problems have thus 

become to me so many experiments. In the practice of truth and non-violence 

....... .In fact it was in the course of my pursuit of truth that I discovered non

violence'? .He says, 'Non-violence is the law of our species'". He explained more 

clearly the transition from the notion oftruth to the notion ofNon-violence and says, 

.. Ahimsd and truth are so intertwined that it is practically impossible to disentangle 

and separate them. They are like the two sides of a coin, or rather a smooth 

unstamped metallic disc. Who can say, which is the obverse which the reverse? 

Ahimsii is the means, truth is the end. Means to be means must always be within 

our reach and so ahimsd is our supreme duty. If we take care of the means, we are 

bound to reach the end sooner or later.?" 

The Gandhian theory ofnon-violence has its root in the philosophical heri

tage of India. A systematic study on this point will show that its root lies in the 

classical Indian philosophy-theVedas and Upanisads, the Yoga, the Jaina, the 

Bauddha, Manu- Samhita and the Vedanta philosophy. 

Let us determine the Gandhian sense of the word "Ahimsii '.Gandhi has 

emphasised certain aspects of ' Ahimsd 'which have not given that importance by 

any other believer in Ahimsd . This emphasis has emerged a Gandhian sense of 

the word. 
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According to Gandhi, the word' Ahimsa 'has both a negative and a posi

tive sense. Usually' Ahimsa 'means non-killing.The negative import of .. Ahimsa " 

means not causing harm to others in words, deeds and thoughts. So . Ahimsii ' 

means non-injury. In any sense, •Ahimsa ' is opposite of himsii . Gandhi admits 

this and adds much more to its content. To him, himsa means causing pain or killing 

any life out ofanger or with the intention of injury or from a selfish purpose. Ab

sence of doing all these is called ahimsii . Non-killing can be divided into two 

ways-non-killing ofhuman and non-killing ofnon-human. Non-human may be di

vided into animals, birds, fishes, worms and insects, plants and inanimate matter. 

Non -injury includes non-injury ofpeople's bodies or minds or both as well as non

damaging materials. Indirect non-injury also is equally important. Non-injury in

cludes non-exploition, equality, justice etc. A man is transformed into an ideal man 

through the sincere practice ofnon-violence. 

In conceiving ahimsa in such a way, Gandhi is supposed to be influenced 

by Jainism which recommends the practice of ahimsd in thought, speech and 

action. To the Jaina, even thinking ill of others is himsii . The Jaina claims that 

anyone should not cause himsii or permit hirhsa to take place. Gandhi's negative 

requinnents of ahimsd are not as rigid as that because Gandhi is aware that it is 

not possible to observe non-violence in as strict and rigid manner as the Jaina de

mands. Gandhi knows that in certain cases himsii is unavoidable, for instance, in 

the process of eating, drinking, breathing, walking etc. It is not possible to sustain 

one's body without injuring other bodies. So Gandhi recommends killing under cer

tain circumstances. He says' "Taking life may be a duty. We do destroy as much 

life as we think necessary for sustaining our body. Thus, for food we take life, 

vegetable and other, and for health we destroy mosquitoes and the like by the use of 

disinfectants etc., and we do not thinkthat we are guilty ofirreligion in doing so.......for 

the benefit of the species we kill carnivorous beasts ....even man- slauhgter may be 

necessary'in certain cases. Suppose a man runs amuck and goes furiously about 

sword in hand, and killing anyone that comes in his way and no one dares to capture 

him alive. Anyone who despatches this lunatic will earn the gratitude of the com

munity and be regarded as a benevolent man'". For making this point clearer he 
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says, " I see that there is an instinctive horror of killing living beings under any 

circumstances whatever. For example, alternatives have been suggested in the 

shape of confining even rabid dogs in a certain place and allow them to die a slow 

death. Now my idea of compassion makes this thing impossible for me. I cannot for 

a moment bear to see a dog or for that matter any other living being, helplessly 

suffering the torture of a slow death. I do not kill a human being under this circum

stance, because I have more hopeful remedies. I should kill a dog similarly situated 

because in its case. I am without a remedy. Should my child be attacked with 

rabbles and there was no helpful remedy to relieve his agony, I should consider it 

my duty to take his life. Fatalism has its limits. We leave things to fate after ex

hausting all the remedies. One of the remedies and the final one to relieve the 

agony of a tortured child is to take his life'". In this way, it is supposed that Gandhi 

considers it almost a virtue to take life under certain conditions. Hence, Gandhi 

considered non-injury itselfin a slightly different manner. 

According to Gandhi, injury to life can be an act of violence only under 

certain conditions. Anger, pride, hatred, selfishness, bad intention and similar 

considerations are these conditions. Any harm to life done under these motives is 

himsii . Hence, the negative meaning of ahimsd is non-killing or non-injury. So 

non-violent act is free from anger, malice, hatred and the like. 

To Gandhi, the positive aspects of ahimsd are much more basic than its 

negative features. Ahimsd is not merely refraining from casuing harm to life, it 

stands for certain positive attitudes towards other living beings and one should cul

tivate these positive attitudes. 

For Gandhi, ahimsd represents one of the basic and essential qualities of 

mankind. This does not imply that himsd has no place in life. Even one has to 

commit himsii of one kind or the other in maintaining one's existence. Even when 

violence appears to do some good, the good that results is purely temporary. Noth

ing permanent can be built by violence. Those who have even with sincere and 

honest motives, ousted the greedy and the dishonest by using brute force against 

them (violent), have, in their turn, become a prey to those very evil things with 

which the dishonest persons had suffered. We can know this fact from History. 
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Ahimsa I after Gandhi, is natural to man. Gandhi illustrates it in various 

ways. If we search the course ofevolution we shall find that although in the initial 

stage brute force appeared to be dominant the progress of evolution is towards 

ahimsa. In fact, in the case ofa species we fmd that no creature eat or destroy its 

own offsprings. Particulary in the case of a man this fact is more prominent. Man 

is both body and self. Body indicates physical power and so on occasions, do himsii 

but man's true nature consists in spiritual power. Man as spirit is essentially non

violent. The evidence ofthis fact is that while body or the senses can be injured the 

self can never be injured. So himsii is not the nature of man ofhis own. When the 

spiritual side ofman is awakend, the non-violent nature of man becomes apparent. 

The positive aspect of Ahimsii , after Gandhi, is nothing but love. Love is 

a type of feeling ofoneness. In case oflove one identifies with the object ofhis love 

and it is not possible ifhe does not try to free his mind from such type ofdisposition, 

which prevents the sp~mtaneous outflow oflove. So ahimsa claims a sincere at

tempt to free mind from feelings e.g., hatred, anger, revenge, jealousy, malice etc. 

for these create disturbance in the path of love. To Gandhi, love is the power that 

purifies one's inner life and develops him and hence, love includes such noble feelings 

like compassion, benevolence, tolerance, forgiveness, generosity, sympathy, kindness 

etc. To love is a very difficult discipline. But it is easy to hate. In case of love, it 

requires supreme energy and strength.The task becomes still more difficult when 

one is required to love a person who is ordinarily regarded as an opponent. So non

violence is meant for the strong but not for the weak. This can be shown in a very 

simple way. Violence is essentially an expression ofweakness. An inwardly weak 

person develops a sort ofa fear and out offear starts arming himselfagainst real or 

imaginary enemies. Violence may have the appearance of strength. But it is born 

out offear and hence it is a sign of weakness. One who has conquered fear can be 

truly non-violent. The capacity to kill is not a sign ofstrength; the strength to die for 

non-violence is the real strength. Only when one has this strength in him he can 

claim to have risen above fear and is able to practise non-violence. He says, "A 

" helpless mouse is not non-violent because he is always eaten by the pussy. He 

would gladly eat the murderess ifhe could'", Again he says, "Nonviolence presup-
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poses the ability to strike"! One who is exercising ahimsd has the strength to 

overpower his socalled opponent, and yet he practises ahimsii because ohimsii is 

a conscious and deliberate restraint put upon as a desire for vengeance"? In other 

words, the really strong wins not by brute force, but by fearless love. 

Non-violence is regarded as a gospel of action. It is not an attitude of 

indifference. The seeds of non-violence lie deep in the heart, but they are mani

fested and given shape in actions. Hence, non-violence is a dyatnmic process in

volving continuous and persistent deliberations, strains, efforts and actions. It is true 

that non-violence needs extreme patience on the part of one who is using this 

method, butthis patience is not a sign ofinactivity, it is an expression ofa conscious 

and inner effort to force the so called opponent to see and realise his own fault. 

Therefore, it is said that non-violence involves sacrifice and suffering. Sac

rifice is an indispensible companion of love. Love claims a self- transcendence. A 

selfess person only can love. He can love who only believes in 'giving' and not in 

'taking'. Gandhi says, "Love never claims, it ever gives. Love ever suffers, never 

resents, never revenges itself" 10 It is self-Sacrifice and this involves suffering. He 

says, "The test of love is tapasyd and tapasyd is self-suffering"!' Gandhi thinks 

that suffering is the surest way of getting victory in the battle of life. Ifwe quietly 

suffer and give time to the opponent for his anger to calm down, he will then come 

to realise his mistake. One presupposition ofconsicious suffering is that there-must 

be a 'love' for even the opponent and also a faith in the essential goodness present 

in him. Without this suffering would be in vain. For this reason suffering is con

ceived as our aspect oflove. The essence oflove, after Gandhi, is not enjoyment, it 

is suffering. 

The non-violent man does not bend, it is the opponent who has to bend. 

And lie practises forfiveness in the maximum degree and in the process the oppo

nent is almost put to shame. 

Ahimsd can be practised universally. According to Gandhi, ahimsii can 

be practised by all-children, young men, women and grown up people of all places 

and times and even by societies or nations. In connection with the practice of 

ahimsd there is a supreme condition. If one has no living and in tlinching faith in 
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God, ahimsii cannot be practised. An inner strength is necessary for the practice 

of ahirhsZi and this strength can only be generated by a living faith in God. A sin

cere faith in God will make man see that all human beings are fellow-beings and 

essentially one. In this way, the love ofGod would tum into a love of humanity, and 

this love ofhumanity alone can make possible the practice of ahimsii . It is a result 

of the realisation of the unity ofmankind that one will be able to love his fellow 

beings. Therefore, the most fundamental condition for the practice of ahimsii IS 

faith in God. 

It has been mentioned already that the traditional concept of ahimsii is a 

basis for Gandhi's concept of it, though he has widened the concept. Gandhi's 

principle of ahimsii comes from Indian philosophical tradition which has its root in 

the Vedas. Most of the hymns of the Vedas and Upanisads are full of a feeling of 

loving, kindness, non-hatred, righteousness towards all. In the Vedas the people 

prayed to God Indra to instill in them fearlessness from all, from friend, foe, known, 

unknown, day and night. Fearlessness, after Gandhi, is one ofthe qualities ofa non

violent person. The description in the Vedas very clearly states that in the ancient 

days ofthe Vedas non-violence is practised in the real sense of the term. Recitation 

of some of the verses of the Upanisads was a part of Gandhi's daily prayer. These 

verses are mainly from the B ~ haddranyaka , the Chhiindogya , the Is' a , the 

Kama and the Mundaka Upanisads. These Upanisads greatly influenced Gandhi's 

Philosophy. The Upanisads lend a strong support to ahimsii . 

Non-violence is the most important concept ofBuddhism. Gandh's attach

ment to ahimsd can be traced to Buddhism. Buddha thought of eliminating the 

sufferings ofall. So he had well wishes for all the beings. The idea ofwelfare ofall 

generates the principle of ahimsii . Buddha wanted men to be free from greed, 

anger and self-glorification. For this reason he enriched the concept of ahimsii by 

making it the result oflove and compassion. Buddha considered it to be a positive 

virtue, not a negative one. Buddha preached that in order to achieve the social 

welfare one should give up the feelings like harming others, killing, telling a lie, 

hatred etc. For a happy social life, ahimsii is a basic thing to be followed by 

everybody. When ahimsii . after Buddha, is practised one comes to know the true 
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feeling of love and happiness and this happiness turns to nirbiina . 

Gandhi considered ahimsii to be one of the powerful weapons in the fight 

against the opponents. The practicability of this strong weapon was demonstrated 

by him in the freedom movement. But Gandhi was confident that one can adopt the 

principle of non-violence at every level for it is the only means to reach the truth. 

Now we can conclude that non-violence was essentially a negative con

cept. Gandhi changed it to a positive concept of love in practical sense which is 

implied in Buddhism. Non-violent attitude cannot be attained all on a sudden. It is a 

slow and steady process. 

According to Gandhi, non-violence is not a personal virtue or religious con

cept. The classical Indian philosophies, except Buddhuism, accepted the principle 

of ahimsii for the attaimment ofindividual liberation. But Gandhi applied it for the 

attainment ofsocial and political freedom. He applied it as a means of social change. 

Gandhi's most important contribution to the concept ofnon-violence is the theory of 

social transformation. He brought a change in the method of revolution in society 

and in the art ofgoverning a nation. 

Infact, mostly wanted world-peace to-day is possible ifGandhi's theory of 

ahimsii is applied sincerely in every sphere of human society. Hence Gandhi has a 

great contribution for bringing harmony and peace in the world. So it is implied that 

national and international integration also may be generated with the application of 

this theory. 

Lastly, the concept of ahimsd is generally an ideal in classical Indian phi

losophy and religion. It is a matter ofgreat strange that Gandhi with a finn belief in 

this theoretical ideal made it practically applicable in this modern age also. 
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• ~ ~~~ '~9\" ~ ~~ ~~ <Q'~f.1<1~"'l ~ 

'5lrrc11l)i11~ 9ffuvclvT '@~ ~ 1ll"<tSQ\'! f.TI'(~ '1C11 <mT (;IT- '~9\" Ill~ ~9\~<fl~ 

<Q'~f.1<1~~.~~~~c~ ~9\ ~cl1iJl\!l<tS~~~~Ill<f~ \5lfb"'l<1~~ 

~,~9\~~~~~"l~Nrn "<tS1a<1<Q'~ ~ <Q'~f.1<l~C'1~ ~ 

~<1~"'l4l1~1 
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~ I "$l1~-~~~-~-~~1'Gl~~~-~f.l'fif~-~-~1~~1>1~~

~-~~~ ~~mlO'llrn~~: I- ;m~ffi\51.~, \511.~,c~,'>1'"'l-~~ir~, 

'1:-~lr 1 

~ I	 ''f.f~~~~f.={~ I" II~ ~ Il~o 11

<Ii) ..,.)mlfl'~ \51.~, \511.~, C~, '>1'"'l-~~M, '1:-~~ I 

~) ~~~~ ifJI'{/ff"f,{, \51. ~, \511.~, C~, '>1'"'l-~ ~ ir~, '1:-8~"\ I 

~ I	 ''f.f~~l~~~~~~9ffu: 1"

<Ii)~~~~,\5I.~,\5I1.~,~-~~,~ '>1'"'l- ~~~"\, '1: -~~ 1 

~)~~~~-~~~~.\5I.~,\511. ~,~:- ~~. ifJ1~'>1'"'l- ~~ir~,'1:

8~"'1 

81	 '~:~fllt~~llfOO~1c:m ... I" 

~)~~~~,'5I.~.~.~,"E!-~,\!l~'\S'98f~~.*fJm~ '>1'"'l- ~~~"\. '1:

<t~ir' 

~)~~~~-~~~~.\5I.~.\5l1. ~.~:- ~\!l~~'98f~~, i{Jmlfl'~ 

'>1'"'l- ~ ~ir~, '1:-~~"\ I 

<t I ''<Ii:~: 1ii1~lf)ll[C~lIf.f~: ? M~~~lllft~~, t" - ~(!ffJI~<ql'!1 - O'lJl~~l~.qs 

ifJ1fllP'~ ~. ~. ~. ~. ~: - ~ , C~, '>1'"'l-~ ~~"\, '1:- ~0 I 

~ , " ...~~~~1~1f.i ~ 9j'Alet~~"(f.i '519fm~~~ I" - '\S01tll\!l<fl'Sl - 0{l1~<11~<!l- ifJ1~IP'fiy, 

~.<t.~. ~~~:- ~ \!l~~~~'98f~, C~. '>1'"'l- ~~ir<t. '1: - ~~~o I 

'\ I ''f.i~~~~1f.i '*i9j'!llet~<I'OjJ9fm~~~'1 ~~m1l'fJ<I~<I1$1R'" I" 

<!l)~~~~.~.<t. ~,~,~:- ~ \!l~~'98f~~. ifJ1~'>1'"'l- ~~ir<t. '1:

~~~ol 

~)~~~~ -~~~~. '5I.<t. ~.~.~:-~ \!l~'\!;'98f~~. ifJ1~IP'(;y, 

'>1'"'l- ~~ir~. '1:- 8irir I 

ir I "fiir~lliillt'SlO'l ~~ <It>"'lliillt'SlO'l ~~ ~~mlI1Jl~?l':/~19f9jjf~t I" - ~~J1Ib<fl'Jl

~Jl11<llm~ -~~.<t. ~. ~. '1:- ~ \!l~~~'\!;~~. C~. '>1'"'l-
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~ ~b-~, 19 -~ ~~~ 1 

~ I " ..."l~t"'lJ\!)~~~~, Col1rq'ij~rq"1~t~l~ ~~~~~ ~g I" - ~~Jt\!)<11~ 

"'lJt~"1I~<tl- 'Om",¢{, ~. ~, i5Tl.~, ~g- ~ ~~~~~--rn~, c~, ~

~~b-~,1g-~~~~1 

~o I "~f\!liG31~1f.1g, ~~~~, ~~~1~g, ~~"iG31>j;tm>jl, ~~~~~, 

~(<fl~rqiG31\!)(~ 9f1~ ~~~, ~~~, 1"l~'&~"'l1~1~~~f\b~1, ~9f1, 

~, 9l4J1C<llCiSTJ1C9f'll''1~, f.j~1C<lfiSTJ11C<lR~~ ~1\51>j~~~~" II 

~ II ~o~ 11

~) ~~.~, \511. ~,c~, ~ - ~~b-~, "'lg- ~ ~~~ I 

~)~'1~~- ;m?I'1¢{,~.~, i5Tl.~, c~,~- ~~b-~, "'lg - 8C\l~-8~~ I 

~ ~ I "~l~"1JI>j"t~ ~!lft- rqCb'li:Cl1f ~*" II~ ~ II~~~ 11-~ ~: ~,\511. ~, c~, 

~ - ~C\lb-~, "'lg - ~~~~ 1 

~ ~ I '~~~ ~~~ "1J"1~"lM, -~~ ()I~~~, d~~"1P1C\!l "'M>t~~~ 

~9f1~~~~ I" -~~"lJ1~"'l~1~J,~.~, i5Tl.~, ~g-~~, 'O~~-~~b-~,"'lg

~~~~I 

~~ I "~~~~"1>jf.11~1~~~~~~~~ ~~~ I" - <IT~"lJHl"'l~~, ~.a-, \511.~, 

~g - ~~, ~~- ~~b-a-, "'lg- ~~~~ I 

~8 I '~~~<Wf~~'41~ rq~M"l~9f1~g I" -~~Jl\!)<f'~ -"lJt~tM<fl

;:y~~.a-,i5Tl.~,~g - ~C\l, c~, ~- ~~b-a-, "'lg - ~~~~ 1 

~~ I "~!lft~~~~ ~rnl~<1IC'1t ()I ~~ "fiiliC'1t\;1(.\5J"1~Wf" -~C~JI\!)<1I~ -""'lJ1~"1tM<fl 

- ~~.~,i5Tl.~, ~g - ~~, ~-~~b-a-, "'lg- ~~~~ I 

~~ 1 '~~~~ ~~ ? \bliG3f.1f.:l~( ~ ~~N3'~iG31"'l~"1 ~'11rq't'C~~ I" 

~~JI\!)<11~ -"'lJl~"11M<tl- ;m?",,¢{,~.a-, i5Tl. ~,~g - ~C\l,~-~~b-a-, 19 - ~ ~C\l~ I 

~ 'l. I ''\5'41 ~~~ ~""11~..s[<q~; ~~~~ 1C~{/1\51(Jj~ <IT ... I" -~

<ffTfiVJ1Y, ~ - ~ ~'l.~, "'lg - ~ ~ b- I 

~b-I "~~~~ ~<l~ ~~, ~ "l1~~ ~~~ ~~~9fWf 

m9l~~~f\b\5t~~~ "11!~,,>g~"1f\!l1" -~ -~~ - ~C\l'l.~, "'lg

~~~I 
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:>,., I	 '';{~m~~~<m9I~~~o;jlc<ro:f~:~1 

~l)~~9\t~:,~~<!l~~C~~~~fiO~~~I"~ 

~ -~~~ - romlf'R, ~. It,~. ~,~: - ~"" (~, ~ - ~",'o-It, '1: - ~ ~"'~ I 

~o I '~9jlM~ifiO~:q1M1~'f"(~0ll'€~~ ~~~,~~~frt~~ sr~~lfiT~ 1"

~(l'iiJl~<fi~ - O'lJl~:qlM<fl- roHM"~~.It, '¢ft. ~,~: - ~'o-,(~, ~ - ~ ",'o-It, '1: - ~ ~ "'~ I 

~ ~ I '~\:)I~J<fil~~~~~:qIM<fl<filc~t <[~~~~~~: ... I" -~- <rfTfilJ'm, 

~ - ~ '" C\~, '1: - C\e I 

~~ I "He pedantically emphasizes all the changes and additions which were 

introduced into the original theory by the last author." -~~~ ~ ~, ~~Rnrt"l 

~c~tf?l:qsJl'1 «lSt~n;l~~,~ -~ ",~It, '1: - '0- ! 
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